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Spectrum clones
to be imported?
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brought into the UK.

mato be

Ф Sinclair export distributor
MCI won't comment, but promises an announcement soon.
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Amstrad offloads its 48K
Spectrum stocks overseas
AMSTRAD has succeeded in
selling its surplus stocks of
Sinclair machines lo export
house PST. The stocks involved are thought to be 20,000
QLs, 17,000 48K Spectrums
and
14,000 16K Spectrums, leaving
Amstrad with only the Spectrum Plus and the Spectrum
128 for sala in the UK
PST is said to have paid
£2.6m for the 51,000 machines
— this averages out at £50 рег
unit, but considering the relalive unsaleabilily of the 16K
and 48K Spectrums in this
country the unit price of these
must have been much less. It
is, in any event, а condition of
the deal with Amstrad that PST
sells the machines outside the
UK.
Allhough the deal leaves
Amstrad free to maintain the
price of the Plus and 128 pending the launch of the Amstrad

UK." This makes it difficult tor
smaller dealers to get hold of
machines — particularly QLs —
and well nigh impossible for
them to obtain any of the soltware that was published by
Sinclair.
Some of the soltware houses
involved in Sinclair publishing
deals are now sorting out a
return to solo publishing, but
it's still likely to be a month ог
зо belore the supply situation
is sorted out.
Repairs
toSinclair machines.
TT
are also a problem, as Amstrad
is insisting that users take
faulty Sinclairs back to the
The Plus - now minus a stable-mate
original dealer, and is then
"Alan Sugar has built up a charging dealers for the reversion of the Spectrum
inSeptember, it does nothing to help lot of enmity for himself," said pairs done. This is likely to
Sinclair dealers here, who one dealer, who didn't wish to discourage dealers trom rehave been experiencing
supply be named. "| want to buy QL turning machines for repair,
problems with Sinclair ma- software, but I'm told the per- and will, therefore, make it
chines and with Sinclair pub- son he's sold it to has been more difficult for customers to
instructed to sell out of the have faults corrected.
lished software.

Tape levy slammed
THE Government's plans for a

10 per cent levy on the retail
price of blank audio tapes has
come under fire from the tape
manufacturers and — less predictably = the software
industry.
Guild of Software Houses
(GOSH) chairman Mike Meek
said he couldn'! comment in
his GOSH capacity until after a
meeting on the subject later

this month, but said that he
personally opposed the levy
"It's almost a licence to copy апа | wouldn't like such а Ilcence to exist for the software
trade," he said.
The levy is intended to takea
share ol the sales revenue of
the tape manufacturers and
give it to the music and software companies, but a large
slice of this revenue will go on

administration fees, and as the
software industry is much
smaller than the music industry, Meek's fear is that little or
no money will come through.
His alternative proposal is 10
attack piracy at source, rather
than give people a licence to
copy. “Software piracy is very CST's Thor
definitely against the law, and
we should therefore be prose- Second
cuting the pirates."

Spectrum clones imported?
+ continued trom page 1
lirm nor deny suggestions that
it was about to reverse the
process and bring machines
back into the UK, He did say,
however, that an announcement was due in the next few
weeks.
The new distributor arrangements at Amstrad have meant
that а number of companies
previously involved with Sinclair have been left out in the
cold (see separate story). This
AIPOPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

опе another because their onboard BIOS is relatively small,
and the operating system can
be licensed from software
houses such as Microsoft. The
Spectrum, however needs to
have full-blown operating system on board, and the original
is now owned by Amstrad.
compatible begs a number of
In addition much Spectrum
questions that don't apply to software uses Rom calls, and it
the PC.
would be difficult to get it to
Disc-based machines like work on a compatible without
the PC can be compatible with
infringing Amstrad's copyright.
has

fuelled

speculation

that

some of them will be involved
in the production of Spectrum
compatible machines along the
lines of Micro Digital's. Although a surge of compatibles
would follow in the tradition of
the IBM PC, which spawned a
host of imitators, a Spectrum

QL
mark two

TONY Tebby's rival to the Thor
(see review page 10) now ex-

ists in prototype form, although

it is far from being a saleable
QL mark 2.
Tebby has completed a circuit board design which will
operate with QL Rom chips, but
the machine still awaits keyboard, disc and various inter-

faces. The machine is intended
for Autumn launch at £499, but
further development of the
68000 system depends on further finance for the project.
Meanwhile, it appears that а
third ‘Son of QL’ machine is

being mooted by QL add-on
supplier Sandy.
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Is Sinclair's Loki

fated to stay
in Limbo?
THE Loki Super Spectrum
games machine under develортеп! at Sinclair Research
immediately prior to Amstrad's
purchase of the rights to Sinclair machines stands little if
any chance of seeing the light
ofday.
The Loki was intended to
have 128K of Ram, and would
use a souped-up version of the
280 processor running at 7MHz
plus twocustom chipsand dual
ported
Ram
(allowing
two
things to access it at once) in
order to speed it up. The intention was to produce the machine as a £200 version of the

amiga, and the blueprint is now

in Amstrad's hands.

However,

it is thought that the project
was

not

Sinclair.

very

advanced

at

According to one Amstrad
insider, however, Amstrad has.

по intention of doing anything
with

the

machine,

and

the

sums involved in producing the

Loki would be too great for
anyone but Amstrad — even if
Amstrad's agreement could be
obtained - to produce it.
The problems involved are
based on the twin custom chips.
and the wealth of ИО connections, which consist of practically anything you'd ever want
ona micro.
The custom chips require a
heavy financial commitment in
terms of development, while
the МО рогів, if they can be
included for £200 at all, would
require massive sales.
"It could work, but it would
have required Sinclair to put in
а lot of investment”, says
Spectrum expert Andy Pennell
He feels that the custom chips
and dual ported Ram would
allow the machine to run fast
despite the relatively slow ргоcessor, but suggests that the
complexity of the project would
probably have meant Sinclair
killing it in the end anyway.

Shogun's to show, but
Dan still suffers delays
IF you thought that the Shogun
and Dan Dare games were just
а figment о! Virgin's imagination, think again.
The two long-awaited titles
are now nearing completion
and Shogun, at least, is scheduled for release at the end of
this month.
Shogun will be available for
Amstrad and Commodore machines and involves you, as
any one of a number of characters, gathering loyal followers
in order to become shogun of
ancient Japan. The game will
cost £9.95 on cassette, £12.95
‘on Commodore disc and £14.95
оп Amstrad disc.
Dan Dare is being programmed on Spectrum, Commodore and Amstrad machines, but Virgin has not
decided on a release date yet,
and may hold it back until the
22:28 MAY 1986

autumn. On the Spectrum, Dan
Dare will be a graphically sophisticated arcade game, on
the Commodore, а 'no-text’ adventure, with the Amstrad version offering more in the way of
a mainstream arcade adventures.
Kuma produces a
guide to the ST
KVMA Computers has produced its first book on the Atari
GT. The Atari ST Explored, by
John Braga. Topics covered
include Gem, TOS, the ST's
BIOS and Logo. А guide to
68000 assembly code is also
included, along with details of
system variables.
There are also chapters linking the machine to peripherals.
The book is available now.
price £8.95.

The MTX500- dueforrescue?

Memotech rescue plan due
to be finalised this week
AN announcement on the future of Memolech was expected as Popular Compuling
Weekly went to press.
The company is currently in
liquidation, but Geoff Boyd,
опе of Memolech's original
founders, has formed a new
company, Memotech Compulers, with a view to continuing
production of the company's
MTX series of machines.
A spokesman for the new

company said that, pending a
meeting to be held this week,
he couldnt confirm what
Boyd's plans меге, but
Memotech
Computers is
thought to be negotiating the
purchase о! "Memolech's
assets.
In addition to the MTX series
of microcomputers these will
probably include the new
Memotech machine currently
under development.

A graphic ols64mayjointhe128.

Commodore grabs De luxe
packs from Ariolasoft
COMMODORE ha: hijacked
Electronic Arts’ Deluxe range
of programs lor the Amiga from
Ariolasoft, and is to offer them
bundled with the Amiga.
Ariolasoft announced the release of Deluxe Video, Paint
and Print in this country at the
end of March,
belore
the

Amiga was even launched
here. Commodore, however,

seems

company.

to

have

outbid

the

“The contract with Electronic
Arts allows them the option of

doing OEM products over a
certain amount”, said ап
Ariolasoft spokeswoman,
the Deluxe products

fall

“and

this category." Ariolasolt wi

into

however, continue to sell Electronic Arts' entertainment
software.
Commodore UK's acting
general manager Chris Kaday
wouldn't confirm the bundling
deal, but said there would be
an announcement shortly. He
also refused to comment on
suggestions that the repackaged Commodore 64 (see Popular Computing Weekly, 15-21
May 1986) would include a
Rom-based version of Berkeley Software's Geos graphic
operating system. "Ican't deny
we're looking at options”, he
said, "and there may well be
future developments to the
system."
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY/5
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News
fonts. and will sell for £24.95.
Details from Tasman Software, Springfield House, Hyde
Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN (0532
438301)

Hisoft C's niche
for new compiler
HISOFT has released HiSoft C
13, a new version of its Spectrum C compiler. Version 1.3 is
smaller, allowing larger programs to be compiled, and
runs around 25 per cent faster
than the previous version. It
also includes a code optimiser
which makes compiled proProspero produces Pascal and
grams smaller and faster, and
has more Unix System 3 library
Fortran for ST series
functions added. These allow
TWO MORE language imple- supportforGEM and ST graph- Spectrum C programs to be
mentations
have
been anics, allowing programmers to ported across to other manounced for the Atari ST range Cı te stand-alone applica- chines running HiSoft compil©! 68000 processor-based mi- tions conforming to the GEM ers fairly easily
Details from HiSoft, 180 High
crocomputers. Prospero Soft- standard. Both are priced at
Street North, Dunstable, Beds
ware has launched Pro Pascal £148.
and Pro-Fortran-77, both comDetails from Prospero Soft- LU6 ТАТ (0582 696421),
ware, 190 Castlenav,
London
piled ANSI-standard versions.
Both languages offer full SW13 9DH (01-741
MicroPro gives Astron

Tasman gets set for PCW
word processing package
TASMAN SOFTWARE is to month's Amstrad show. The
launch a РСМІВ256 and 512 ver- new version will be called
sion of its Tasword word pro- Tasword 8000, will have a 90 х
cessing

program

at

next

32 character screen and Two

The company will be selling
the credit card sized Astron
card together with manual and
an adaptor Іо plug into the
micro's ИО port for under £100.
Upgrades will be available for
existing SuperScript users,
Details from MicroPro UK,
Haygarth House, 28-31 High St,
London SWi9 5BY (01 879
1122)

Seven Stars launches
NLQ printer driver
QUALITAS is a printer driver
utility from Seven Stars that
allows Tasword to print in near
letter quality (NLQ) on printers
compatible with the Epson
RXBO.
Five fonts are supplied, and
these can be redesigned using
the font editor supplied in the
packages, allowing foreign a
centing or even non-Roman alphabels to be designed.
The package uses two
passes of the printhead with
quadruple density graphics
plus micro linefeeds to achieve
мо.
business support
The Tasword 2 version is out
BUSINESS software publisher now, price £7.95, while the
MicroPro is launching Super- Tasword 3 model will be availScript, its word processing able in June, price £8.95.
Details from Seven Stars
package for the Commodore 64
Publishing, 34 Squirrel Rise,
and 128, on Astron Rom card in
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3PN.
July.

DIARY DATES
MAY
31 May
Dragon Computer Show
Ossett Town Най, Yorkshire
Detalls: Hardware and software
support for the Dragon.
Organiser: John Penn, 04203 5970.
JUNE
30-12 June.
Comdex International in
Europe
Nice, France
Details: Business exhibition covering

‘computers, printers, peripherals and
soltware. Trade only.

Organiser: interface Group, 01-734
7282.

13-45 June.

The Amstrad Computer

Show

Novotel, London

S/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

Details: Hardware, software and
peripherals
forAmstrad micros.

Price: £3adults, £2children,£1
discount
foradvance sales.
Organiser: Database Publications, 061456 8363.

24-26 June
Computer '86
Mex Exhibition Centre, Manchester
Details: Business and industry

24-27 Ji

Acorn

User Exhibition

Barbican Centre, London
Details: Hardware, software and
peripherals for the Electron, BBC micro
and Master machines. Trade only
10am-1pm on 24 July.
Price: £3 adults, £2 chidren, £1
discount for advance sales.
Organizer: Ecitionscheme, 01-349
4667.

computer shaw,formerly known asthe SEPTEMBER
Northern Computer Show.
Price:Freeentry bybusiness.
3-7 September
registration.
Computer World
Organiser:
ReedExhibitions, 01-643 Personal
Show
8040.
Olympia, London

JULY
16:18 July
PC User Show
Olympia, London
Details: Hardware andsoftware for
IBMmachines andtheircompatibles.
Organiser:
EMAP,01-608 1161

Detalis: Commodore hardware,
software and peripherals.
Price: £3 adults, £2 children, £1
discount for advance booking.

Organiser: Database Publications, 061456 8383.
26-28 September

Electron and BBC Micro
User Show

Details: Software, hardware and
peripherals for the Electron, BBC micro
and Master machines.
Price: £3 adults, £2 children, £1
discount for advance booking.

‘Organiser: Database Publications, 061-

Detail:Software andhardware for
home,educational
andbusiness
‘computer users.
Price:£2.
Organiser: Montbuld, 01-487 5831.
13-14 September

Commodore Horizons Show
UMIST, Manchester

organiser.
22:28
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WIN THE WEST...THE WILD WAY
Jointhenow famous
CLIFF HANGER in pursuit
ofthat sharpshootin varmint.
Thismultiscreened
arcade game is available for the Commodore 64 and NOW for the Spectrum 48/128

Name
Address

Spectrum 48/128 Cassette] Commodore 64 Cassette O

Both versions of Cliff Hanger cost £795. Please make cheques and postal orders to
Virgin Games Limited and post to the address below. Please do not post money.
Virgin Games Ltd, 2/4 Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello Road, London W11 2DX

An interest
hank you for the nice reviews of our products in
your 8 May issue, Education
Supplement. It is very pleasing
to see the popular computer
press taking an interest in educational software.
David Atherton

Software Manager
BBC Publications.

present in every machine. The
criticism of Mr Hewson's programming style is both unfair,
and misplaced. Untair because
the form was probably only
adopted as the simplest means
of demonstrating the fault, and
misplaced because the use of
string variables is not only permissible but indeed, with random file handling, the only
method possible.
David Loverseed
Bramhall
Stockport

Unfair criticism
ince | started the согте-

spondence | concerning
bugs in Atari ST Basic, perhaps.
| might be allowed to reply to

Mr Rosenvold's delence ol the
machine (Letters, Bth May).
Although not disputing that
the Atari Basic is so badly
flawed as to be unusable, Mr
Rosenvold says that criticism
їз ‘fundamentally wrong’ because the machine can run
‘better languages such as Pascal or Forth. If Mr Rosenvold
prefers these he is entitled to
his view, but most purchasers
will expect to be able to use the
‘powerful’ Basic supplied with
the Atari. Fancy buying a new
car, only to find that it doesn't
work because of incurable
faults with its ‘powerful’ petrol
engine, and

Delayed service
pectrum owners are not
the only ones having trouble with repair delays. My five
month old CPC 464 recently
went to be repaired under
guarantee, and came back seven weeks and three days later.
That's not good enough A
spin dryer costing around a
quarter as much again was
repaired under guarantee the
next day, and it didn’t have to
be carted miles.
The sooner the industry gets
some form of service contract
going (as with domestic items),
the better.
FELane
Wootton Bassett
Wilts

that you are ех-

pected lo go out and buy à

diesel engine!
Mr Возепуо is most fortunate in getting the right answer

every time when running Mr

Hewsons's program; | get the
wrong one more often than not,
and Atari have told me that the
bug which causes this is

Ultimate Basic
have two points to make following articles and letters in
your magazine.
1. If Jack Tramiel intends pushing his ST machines into the

Puzzle No 209
Take a piece of card and cut out two
circles, one slightly larger than the other.
Now draw equally spaced radii to divide.

the discs into one hundred sectors. Using a

fastener through the centres of both discs,
fasten the smaller disc on top of the larger
so that it can rotate freely.
Each of the sectors on the smaller disc
should be numbered from '00' to '99' in
sequence

The only cost is postage
for the magazine and 5p to
cover the production costs.
Please not that membership
is open only to the unemployed. И members find a
A difference
job, we throw them out.
Anyone interested should
C an | bring to the attention write
to the address below.
ої your readers a new
computer user group - but
M Sleight
one with a difference.
User
The Spectrum Unem- Spectrum Unemployed Group
ployed User Group is for
109 The Avenue
Spectrum owners who are
Bentley
currently unemployed. MemDoncaster DNS OPS
bership is free and in ad
tion to help with computer Sounds like agood idea, but
problems (and in dealing
why only Spectrum owners?
with the DHSS), we publish a
must be plenty of othmonthly tape-based maga- There
owners in the
zine containing games and ersamecomputer
position.
utility programs.
nol" Proof that you do receive
copy.
Can | assure the computer
industry that a demand does
exist in greater numbers than
you would expect. Also I'd like
amongst reviewers. His Basic other computer manufacturers
to learn from Enterprise in how
contains little of the features
needed to make a good struc- to treat and give service to
tured program with good use of their customers
Chris Moore
the machine's flexibility. EnterDartmouth
prise has.
Devon
2. | was amazed when | read
educational

market,

he

must

reply

to

A

lirst rewrite a new Basic, He
should learn a lesson from the
IS Basic on the Enterprise computer, which is widely regarded as the ultimate Basic

the

editors

gram sent back from your re-

Viewer with a letter saying,
"Гуе been hanging on to this to
see if there'd be any demand

for Enterprise listings — alas

At what position should the disc be set in
order to produce the maximum number of
primes? For your answer please state
which number on the outer discshould be
adjacent to the '00' on the inner disc, and
state the number ol prime so obtained.

in a clockwise direction. Simi-

larly, the larger disc should also be numbered, but in an anticlockwise direction.

The diagram shows a part of such an
А! any given setting the
discs will display 100 numbers. For example, those shown in the diagram are 9803,
9902, 0001, 0199, 0298, 0397, etc. By rotating the smaller disc to each of the 100
positions, different sequences of numbers
will be generated.
arrangement.

8IPOPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

D

Ponting's letter in issue Мо 19.
It says “we cannot print articles for which we have no
copy". 1 recently had a pro-

(Note that the value 1 is considered prime
in this puzzle.)
Solution to Puzzle 204
In carrying out the operation as described,
the most primes are produced when the

User group
am starting a user group for
Electron owners, and would
be grateful if you could publish
my full address so that potential members can contact me.
While based in Cheshire, 1
would welcome enquires from

top card is 91. In this case 24 out of the 100
numbers will be prime.
The program tests each of the 100 possibilities which result with the different start
positions in the pack. Each successive
total is summed and is tested to determine
it itis prime in the subroutine (lines 500 to
560). As each prime is encountered the
array variable whose subscript corresponds to the start value of the pack, is
incremented by one.
At the end of execution of the program,
the array is scanned to determine the
number of primes oblainable with each
run-through of the pack.
Winner of Puzzle No 204
The winner is Martin Fisher of Marston
Moreteyne, Beds, who will receive £10.
Rules
The closing date for Puzzle No 209 is 17
June.
22-28 MAY 1986

anywhere, as the group will Бе “out of stock, that a shipment
postal. There are no fees, the was expected, it mighl be on
idea being to encourage con- the next shipment.
| have now written to them
tact and help between members. | will probably produce а and I am still waiting.
cheap but informative newsletP Clarke
ler to which members will
Sneinton
contribute.
Nottingham
Finally, could | ask that
enquirers enclose a stamped
addressed envelope for a Strange excuses
reply.
‘ome strange excuses have
been put forward for comMichael O'Donnell
puter design faults, but that
5 Worthington Close
Runcorn
offered by Kristian Rosenvold
in respect of the problem with
Cheshire
the Atari ST — Basic is only
WA7 20G
provided so that you will buy
the machine, you aren't exStill waiting
pected to actually use it- must
1 K Sanders of Worcs and D be the most outrageous уе!
Scott of Hawick think they've
Norway has perhaps been
got problems with their Spec- Singled out for special versions
trums now that Alan Sugar has of the Atari, because І have run
taken over, then mine beats the Mr Howson's program on all
lot.
the 520s | could find on dealers
Last January
|ordered аnew shelves, and they all give the
casing for my 464. | sent my wrong answer on the second
postal order for the amount and subsequent iterations.
Mr Rosenvold is however
agreed and waited...
and
waited. | have rung them sev- quite right that string variables
eral times and variously been take longer to process; with the
told that it's on its way, that it’s wholly numeric version of the

30 open"O",1."test" printift
acclose.
40 open'i*,I."lest'inputfl,
aiclose
50 print ab
P Cuthbert
Cambridge
PŠ It would be unfair to dealers
if everyone went round trying
display models to see what
answer
theAtari comes up with
it gives minus 8192

Star letters
very week Popular Com-

E

Weekly

offers

for Star

letters.

'So Thor, Odin and Lokiaren't mambers of Abba after all!

The most intelligent, pertinent,

20 а- 999999909995

London WC2H 7РР.

prize

helpful, or simply interesting
item in our postbag each week
program listed below the Alari will win the writer a free y: LI
is much faster at getting the supply of exclusive Popular
wrong answer. However it is Computing Weekly binders.
still very slow —further checks
Here is your chance to clear
with a counting loop added up that pile of old Populars
showed that the Amstrad PCW under the bed and file them
ran ten times as fast (and got neatly,
soget writing today.
the right answer),
Send your thoughts to Letters, Popular Computing Week10 еы а
ly, 12-13 Little Newport Street,

advertising
isan exact yet

=a

THE
SNOW QUEEN
An unusually intriguing
illustrated text adventure

Dulux. Disabuseher
nicely would you?

PUBLISHING
22-28 MAY 1986

Don't wait for the ad. THE SNOW QUEEN is available n OW.
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Thor — god of thunder?
John Lettice takes a close look at CST's Thor micro, based on QL technology, and evaluates its chances of success

umours of the death of the QL were,
R it would seem, greatly exaggerated.
A few weeks back, even as Alan
‘Sugar was knocking the machine firmly оп
the head, work on its successor

was in

progress.
Son of QL, produced by Stevenagebased QL add-on manufacturer CST, now
exists in prototype, and is scheduled for
launch at the Personal Computer World
show, in September.
The machine is the Thor, and it will be
available in two basic versions, one sporting a single 720K floppy and costing £550,
and the second equipped with one floppy
and one 20Mb hard disc lor £1,300. The
casing of the machines has been subject to

dard МО plus Centronics and mouse ports.
Production machines will also sport four
Rom slots internally.
The disc drives and interfaces are
housed in the front right hand side of the
box - the whole shebang is decidedly full
up and crowded, but the QL's expansion
bus has been re-routed round to the back
and really serious expandaholics will be
able to buy an expansion box to plug into it
from CST.
New keyboard

The keyboard is one of the more interesting points about the current prototype.
Sinclair's wobbly Scandinavian designed
keys have been thrown out of the window
a radical redesign, and now houses a
(CST's neighbours will be complaining
wealth of 1/0 slots along with the original
about the mess in the back garden if the
QL circuit board. Microdrives are conspicThor really takes off) and have been reuous by their absence.
The Thor is actually the QL mark two — placed by one compatible with the IBM РС
the machine that has been subject to AT
The layout of this differs from the OL
Sinclair's
on-off plans for the О
layout, but most of the IBM-specilic keys
successor.
This project was repeatedly cancelled have been wired in, and the rest will be
and re-adopled in the year prior to Sin- dealt with on the production machines.
These will include IBM's Print Screen key,
clair's sale to Amstrad, but while ils future
wilh Sinclair was never certain, CST, to which will actually have a screen dump
routine patched into it rather than simply
which Sinclair had subcontracted the development work, continued work on the dumping the characters from the screen,
as it does on IBM machines.
machine that was to become the Thor.
The feel of the keyboard is streets ahead
Thor is essentially a radical repackaging of the QL. It consists of a compact steel of the standard Sinclair feel, and although |
box housing main circuit board, Ram ex- personally didn't teel it matched the classipansion to 640K, ports for the QL's stan- est of IBM compatibles it's still good, and
Inside the Thor = the circuit board

at this level feel is largely a matter of taste
Because
theThor is stillessentially
aQL
there should be no problem with running
software -provided it's on a 3) inch disc,
that is.
David Oliver of CST says he's been
looking at the Microdrive transfer problem, and proposes to operate some kind of
data transfer facilily for users who are
upgrading their machines.
Program software is a little trickier
firstly because it may be protected and
secondly because copying it from
microdrive to disc is illegal, but CST will be
asking software houses for some kind of
blanket permission to transfer programs,
and the incentive should be there
The company has some ammunition that
should help it secure this permission, in
the shape of "water marking’ of machines.
This will be analogous to a 'dongle' in
many respects. Each machine will have its
own individual code number which will be
transferred to applications sollware discs
before the application can be used
Individual disc programs can therefore
only be used by the machine they were
installed for - or to be more precise, one
machine in 256 — and there's therefore no
need for further copy protection. Users can
therefore lake as many backup copies as
they like, because they'll only work on
their machine
CST also intends to put window/icon
software on the machine to run with the
mouse. This wasn't installed on the machine | saw, but marks a change from
Sinclair's earlier resistance to the idea of
windowing front ends.
Multitasking
It may seem illogical for CST to develop
its own system when Digital Research's
Gem, which runs on the Alari ST, is
available off the peg, but Oliver points out
that Gem currently won't multi-task, and
that it's important that the QL's
‘multitasking capability is maintained both
from the point of view of existing users and
from the point of view of future developers.
But CST isn't ignoring the ST altogether,
and is considering development ol some
kind of emulator allowing the Thor to run
some Atari software.
The Thor's status is slightly confusing, in
that it's part new machine and part
upgrade.
CST will be offering И as an upgrade to
existing QL users, but will also want to
produce complete units for new purchasers, both corporate and individuals sever-
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Hardware
We've all been a little sensitive about
earth-shattering wonder machines since
that particular debacle.
That's one way of looking at it. But look
at the way the micro market has gone
since then, with the launch of 68000-based
machines like the Atari ST and Amiga, and
think a little about where the software and
hardware support is going to be over the
next couple of years.
There's now so much 68000 experience
around that any hall-way decent machine
based on this processor, and selling for а
reasonable price, stands some chance ol
carving out a section ої the market tor
itself, now that the programme are there.
Magic in the name
Now think about the QL. it hasn't

achieved the success of the 64, the Spec-

The Thorsystem notethenewkeyboard

al of whom already exist.
Oliver says he's already been approached by both individuals and
organisations, one Eastern Bloc would-be
purchaser in particular, is making noises

about 20,000 units over five years. The
latter's chances of getting a hi-tech ma-

chine like the QL through export controls

are, it must be admitted, somewhat dubious, but the request is an indication that

when they aren'tonview, and will initially
incorporate 1Mb of Ram made up of 256K
chips.
The sockets for these, however, will be
wired to accept 1Mb chips, so although the
first machines will be able to have a ‘mere’
4Mb of Ram on board, fitting 1Mb chips will
allow you a much roomier 16Mb.

Will it succeed?
Because the multitasking will be hardware rather than software the system
modest side,
software will also be upgraded to produce
much more sophisticated windowing than
Circult board
on the current Thor.
supply
But will it succeed? When the original
But where are the circuit boards to come QL was launched in 1984 many people,
trom? CST needs to get its hands on a including myself, pegged it as the next
steady supply of these, and Amstrad, micro breakthrough.
Its conspicuous failure to shape up as
which gives the impression of preferring
export to Rockall to discount in Dixons as а the world-dominating micro we thought it
fate for the QL, isn't a likely source. CST. would be in the intervening period surely
however, says it has identified a source proves that it was afteralla daft idea, best
willing and able to supply circuit boards for dead, best forgotten.
the foresseeable future, and says this
source isn't subject to any right of veto by ‘Thor's 20МЬ hard disc (left)and3} Inch disc drive
Amstrad
The next step for CST, the QL mark
three, is already being planned. ТІ
should appear in 1987, and will use the
Motorola 68020 processor, which is the
fully 32-bit version of the QL's 68008. It will
almost certainly incorporate hard discs, as
CST predicts price reductions in this even
їп the next year or so.
This variant sounds very much like the
QL the world briefly thought Sinclair had
launched two years ago.
Its | hardware | will
incorporate
multitasking, which means text windows
won't be overwritten by other windows.
and will all remain active, changing even

CST's eventual production target of 1,000
machines a month errs, if anything, on the
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trum or the Amstrads, but it has a decent
sized user base, and the magic of the
Sinclair name (if somewhat faded now)
means that it still has the support of many
competent hardware and software support.
companies.
The QL is therefore at the right price,
and with the right amendments, poised to
take advantage both of existing support
and of the impending 68000 boom. Now it
would probably be just plain foolhardy to
expect the QL in any form to sell 500,000
units at this stage in its life, which is why
Amstrad isn't interested, but although Sinclair probably thought ruefully that 50,000
units over two years is pretty small potatoes, volume sales do not necessarily a
successful machine make.
CST accepts this, and is gearing its
production to cater for a small but steady
number of sales.
No way has the company either the.
resources or the inclination to start making
Tramielish noises about world domination,
but because of Ив experience producing
low runs of add-ons it is actually well
placed to make a success, if only a moderate one, of the Thor.
Thor is planned for launch at the PCW
show in September at the prices quoted
above. CST can be contacted а! 24 Green
Street, Stevenage (0438 352150).
John Lettice
(right)
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Plenty of features, facilities and options
a “walk through”; one example

here have been so many
] ‘machine code development systems" consisting of no more than a simple
assembler and monitor that it's
a pleasure to find a product
truly deserving o! the tille.
Laser Genius is the latest
trom Ocean's IQ range, developed by Oasis Software of
White Lightning/Laser Basic
fame. Laser Genius originally
started lile as Oasis' own inhouse programming tool, so it
was written specifically for professional use —and it shows.
In termsoffeatures, facilities.
and options Laser Genius is
flawless, It comes as two programs, although it can be
thought of as three modules —
assembler,
monitor
and
analyser
The first program is the assembler/monitor. This includes
a first-class editor featuring
aulo-number, renumber, find,
and search-and-replace funclions. The assembler is a full,
two-pass macro assembler,
and source files can be assembled in memory or to disc/tape.
If the latter option is chosen,
separate files can be linked
and assembled.
Having the monitor co-resident in memory is ideal as it

allows you to examine memo-

ту, move or compare blocks

and
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on.

chine-code

This

makes

programming

mi

а

good deal more interactive
than is usual.
The assembler supports 14character labels which makes
programming a delight since
you
can
use
Screenbase

labels

like
and

Commandioop instead of
Scrnbse and Loop!, for example. With sensible and widespread labelling, Laser Genius
turns assembler into something approaching a high-level
language.
This impression is reinforced by some of the other
features, notably the macro
Support, the ability to merge
previously debugged subroutines,
апд ^ conditional
assembly
The monitor/analyser is a
dream. In addition to standard
monitor features, the analyser
greally simplifies the debugging of your programs.
The screen is split into four
windows showing all 6502 registers, a disassembly of your
program together with the
analyser stack, a memory
dump in hex and АЗСІЇ, and a
command window showing

and memory locations.
If there had to be one criticism, it would bethedocumentation. Although it's comprehensive in the sense of a
reference guide, I'd have loved

program demonstrating the editor and assembler, through to
saving and examining the subsequent object code. The
analyser, perhaps because it's
different, is treated in this helpful way.
That aside, Laser Genius
lives up to its name. Obviously
something this complex is not
going to be mastered in a few
hours, but once you've got the
hang of it, it will do everything
but write your programs.
Anyone who is serious about
machine-code programming on
the64should rush out and grab
acopy
Peter Worlock
Program Laser Genius Mi-

tro Commodore

64 Price

£19.95 (disc) £14.95 (cassette) Supplier

Ocean,

6

Central Street, Manchester
M25NS.

Organised finances

|, now you've got
your Psion Organiser
, you might as well
attempt to get your finances
organised. At least, that is the
aim ої Psion's Finance Pack,
for the Organiser Її (both CM
and XL models)
The package consists o! a
Datapak containing the finance
programs, which simply slides
because no on-screen references are made to the plant into one of the drive slots and
оп power up, a new item, Fins,
names)
‘An endearing feature of this appears on the options menu.
friendly and easy-to-use pro- On selecting this, you are presented with a sub-menu from
gram, is that the authors have
not protected the listing from which you can select the folperusal, thus allowing the user lowing seven functions: exto alter the program to taste or penses, bank, NPV, IRR, compound
interest, | bond,
save it to disc: it is a pity,
however, that there is no easy mortgage and APR.
Of those seven, maybe only
way to add entries to the
database, Though the program three or four are going to be of
everyday use (net present valis not as fast as, say Masterfile,
ve, internal rate of return and
it's quite adequate for the
browsing gardener, and should redemption rates of corporale
prove a very useful addition to gilts are not generally things
you'd come across this side of
the trowel and manure.
Tony Bridge Threadneedle St),
The expenses option is obviously going straight for the
middle management niche - it
allows you to enter and date
business expenses under di
ferent categories (meals, travel, petrol, etc) into your
Organiser.
The bank option, on the other

Green fingers
ow that summer is here
with the usual dodgy
weather, it's time to
come in from the garden and
put your computer to good use.
The Planter's Guide {rom
Phoenix Publishing is a
database о! plants, complete
with soil and light conditions.
The program is menu-driven,
and the initial menu offers the
options о! searching for a plant
(heather, conifer, shrub or
climber) to suit the conditions
in your chosen spot, or the
conditions to suit your chosen
plant. Once the database has
found all the plants that will fit
the parameters, the user may
flip through the selection.
The accompanying booklet
runs to 130 pages of about ten
entries on each page (though а
few pages are devoted to very
useful information on planting,
soll testing and so on) — it is to
these entries that the user is
referred (don't lose the book,

so

your commands and analyser
messages.
Theanalyser itself
isaForthbased program with too many
features to discuss here. However, it allows you to do an
automatic slow run of your program, or single step, with or
without trace. Multiple stop
conditions can be set to allow
the examination of registers

hand, could be of more genuine use. This lets you set up a
complete record of all your
banking transactions — and it's
got quite a few nice touches,
Cheque numbers are automatically incremented as you enter
them, and as with expenses,
you can enter a short text description. Standing orders are
automatically dealt with, via
access to the system clock. If
kept up to date, this program
will give you an immediate theoretical balance reading
Psion recommends that the
bank files are kept on Datapak
— and that а 32K pack should
hold about three years worth of
transactions. Note, however,
that there is no kind of security
atali on these files.
If you already own an
Organiser Il and are using it for
your phone numbers, then it
mightbe
worth themoney to add
these extra features to your
machine. But, this package із
not reason enough alone to
make the purchase
John Cook
Program Finance Pack Mi-

cro Psion Organiser II Price

£29.99 Supplier Psion Ltd,
Psion
House,
Harcourt

Street, London МН 1DT.
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Reach for the tranquillisers
aving run out of new
kinds of games, many
software companies are
now merging two or more existing types for their latest releases. The Pst5 Trading Company is one of these.
Courtesy of Accolade/US
Gold, Psi-5is a hybrid of the old
space shoot 'em up, a flight
Simulator, and a trading game,
in which you play the part of the
captain of an interstellar
freighter
Your mission begins by selecting five crew members
from 30 applicants to handle
various shipboard lunctions
like weapons, navigation, engineering, repairs and scanning.
With crew їп place, you load ир
а cargo, select a destination
and head out for the wild (really wild) blue yonder.
Your crew members have
different strengths and weaknesses, and some have a low
boredom threshold so if you
don't keep an eye on your
weapons specialist, he/she/it
may start blasting friendlies for
the hell of it
You'll have your hands full
just keeping track and issuing
orders to the various departments, making sure you don't

LM
m

33 Power c

slip behind schedule (your cargo will otherwise perish and
you lose money).
When the hostiles arrive
things really get interesting.
You must switch rapidly between scanning and weapons,
ranking targets in changing priorities and making sure you
don't zap innocent bystanders
(their governments sue for
compensation)
As the screens start shaking
under missile and blaster
impacts, and various departments jam your communicator

Three set points
rumbs, it's almost Wimbiedon time again - ah,
the glorious sound of
thwack of leather on willow
no, that's something else isn't

it, rather, the thwang of furry

individuals rushing around the
court, the obscenities uttered
by the circuit stars.
The latter can be simulated
very realistically when it takes
four attempts to load the game
— tor now it is Tennis by Bug
Byte we are talking about.
This is definitely а cheapie,
and for that | can forgive the
flickering ball and relatively
slow action.
22-28 MAY 1986

never once survived long
enough to sell anything. This
would be one (minor) complaint — the easiest mission
should provide a more encouraging introduction.
The major complaint is about
the documentation - it's lousy.
Not only is it sketchy on some
fairly crucial aspects of play,
it's printed in tiny type, made
worse because ils printed
dark blue on black. US Gold
should have their white sticks
broken for this one.
But il you like a game that
will bend your mind to breaking point, Psi-5is the one.
Peter Worlock

The game is one player only,
in that you play against a variety of computer controlled opponents with silly names (Ihat
is, you start off wilh Manuel
Fawity, who nips around the
court with considerably more
skill than he ever waited at
table down in Torquay.)
Controls are simple (left/
right, up/down, fire) but there
are the extra options Іо freeze
the screen and switch off the
music. Other nice touches are
the ball boys who zoom on and
off court to pick up the stray
shots. | found myself quite enjoying Tennis. If | could only
find a way to balance the strawberries and cream on the
keyboard
John Cook

Program Tennis Micro BBC
B/Electron Price £2.99 Supріг Bug Byte, Liberty

House, 222 Regent Street,
London WIA 7DB.

with incoming messages, and
as you have to start including
damage control in your plans,
you'llfind yourself stabbing the
pause key and reaching for the
tranquillisers.
The graphics are wonderful,
and gameplay is fast and furi‘ous. | don't know much about
the trading aspect because |

Program

Ps-5

Trading

Company Micro Commo-

dore 64 Price £9.95 ( сазsette) £14.95 (disc) Supplier

US Gold, Unit 10, Parkway
Industrial Centre, Heneage
St, Birmingham B7 4LY.

A little miracle
his is the conversion of
T the popular arcade
game, and makes a
pleasant change trom the current trend toward ever more
exotic plots and complex riddle-solving. There's not much
to the game: set against beautifully-drawn backdrops depicting sights from around the
world (nothing whatever to do
with the action taking place in
the foreground), the game is
simple and refreshingly oldfashioned — avoid the usual
alien blobs, do your best to
pick up the energy blobs and
Survive as long as possible
while traversing the screen by
the most
score-producing
route as possible
The only thing missing is
your laser cannon-zapping is
not the name of this game: it's
all down to reactions and will
you need them! Your little figure must clear the screen о! all
the bombs: there aren't many
of them to a screen, but they're
not easy to get at. None of the
screens is particularly exacting, and the bombs can be
cleared in any order — but there
is a best way to handle each
screen, and it is this that makes

the game so addictive.

May not have been well-rein general, but, although it hasn't the depth of
some ої the more recent arceived

ШП

Жк

cade adventures, it is one о!
those little miracles which get
loaded in to the computer at
seven o'clock on a Friday night
— just after a long week's work,
when the eyes and mind want
nothing more than to hand over
to the joystick for a couple of
hours. Neatgraphics, good colour, lots of plink-plonk sound,
lots of high-scoring. ..great
fun!
Tony Bridge
Program Bombjack Micro
Amstrad CPCs Price £8.95
Supplier Elite Systems, Anchor House, Anchor Road,
Walsall, West Midlands.
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Fast, loud and awesome
[:the tullness of time, when
the chips are down and everyone stands up to be
counted, and various ideas are
гип up the flagpole to see who
salutes them, the Vic 20 will
probably be decided to have
been a GOOD THING. Archaic
by today's standards, with its
minute memory, limited screen
display and lack of sprites or
sophisticated sound, it was
nonetheless the first affordable
colour, sound, expandable
home micro, and a decent little

lines just how marvellous the
Vic 20 must have appeared to
owners of silent, monochrome
ZX-81's and the like. Minter's
unique
head-banging programming style ensures that
these games are FAST, LOUD
and AWESOME - so dont
throw that Vic out yet.
Andes Attack is a jolly Defender clone with the appropriate amount of zapping and exploding. Traxx, a huge success
in its day, is one of those where
you have to "paint" a screen

weeblies.
Gridrunner is a sort of
"Space Centipede" where
droids, pods, energy bolts and
XIY zappers gang up on you in
an unsurpassed extravaganza
of blasting. Abductor is an ingenious sort of non-scrolling
Defender, in which you must
defend
humanoids
(тот
nasties using your plasma сапnon. Laserzone requires а
unique form ol hand-eye coordination to control two lasers, on the x and y axes, firing
diagonally if necessary to wipe
out the baddies, while Matrix
returns lo the theme of
Gridrunner
withmore skill levels and the addition of hallucinogenic cameloids.
The superbly-titled Metagalactic Llamas Battle at the End
of Time is another one with a
tricky control method, by which

you must use a force shield to
bounce your lama's energyspit into the attacking
spideroids.
Lastly, Hell Gate, possibly
the fastest and most mid-blowing zap game ever, in which
things move so fast that you
have to just react without thinking to co-ordinate the fire of
four gunships in wiping out
hordes of muties. Don't hit the
goats!
Unmitigated fun, a wonderful
history lesson (full notes are
provided), and a bargain for
any owners of Vics with 8K or
16K expansion. Get it instantly.
Chris Jenkins

Program Viva Vic Micra Vic
20 Price £6.50 Supplier
Шатавой, 49 Mount Pleas-

ant, Tadley, Hants.

Crime prevention
he desk sergeant was
| pretty well at the end of
his tether. It was a pity
about the tether, but frankly if |
hadn't tied him up he'd have
by moving your tracer around a been well away. The local Congames machine.
Jett Minter's Viva Vic collec- grid until all the squares are servative Association жаз
lion, a compilation of the eight filled in, while avoiding pro- shouting the station down after
Llamasoft Міс games, under- gressively faster malevolent га accidentally turned loose
the Police Constable's Reserve
(a fairly unreserved mob, by all
accounts) on their leafy suburb, while the shopkeepers
around the football ground had
some queries about my decision to control a 30,000 crowd
ower up the 64, plug in
with one police dog handler.
your joystick and turn
"The trouble with you, suyour brain off, You're
perintendent, is that you're unabout to encounter Ollo.
reliable,” said the sergeant.
The scenario may sound a
High praise this — my previous
touch familiar: fly your spaceattempt а! The Force had only
ship through the waves of enenetted me а rating of
my defenders to reach the
incompetent
planet surface, operating on
The Force is actually one of
И you're the kind of gamethe premise that anything that
player who can get locked into the most complicated strategy
moves should be zapped.
Flip the tape over, load side deadly high-score combat with games around and has now
two, and you're confronted by a yourself, Ollo will keep you been converted to the Specnew scenario: fly over the plan- happy for a while. The rest of trum from the Commodore:
et surface knocking out the de- you can rest assured that You play the role of police
fending ships and dodging thé you're not missing one of life's superintendent of Middletown,
surface gun emplacements. Sublime experiences if you ig- controlling four police stations.
each of which is further subdiHere your strategy needs to be nore it.
Peter Worlock vided into four geographical
more sophisticated in that
areas.
things that don't move should
You have a fixed amount of
be zapped as well
resources, consisting of beat
Graphically, Ollo is suofficers, cars, dogs and horses
premely adequate, the sound
at your disposal, and you have
is sultably electro-frazzie, and
to allocate these by area over
the action is fast, though not
three daily shifts — crime patquite furious.

Electro-frazzle
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terns vary depending on time
of day - on a weekly basis. In

addition you have have the
aforementioned Police Consta-

ble's Reserve - which fixes
crime fast but ruins your
popularity,
Once you've sorted this little.
lot out, it's a case ol sitting
back, advancing the time clock
one week and watching events
unfold. You'll get a detailed
picture of crimes you're currently observing, and reports
о! major heists throughout Middietown, followed by an appraisal о! your performance.
Although the game сап be
entertaining once you've got to
grips with it, I'm unsure about
its addictive qualities, as the
Screen displays are so complex, and the time lag before
anything actually happens so
long that | suspect all but the
most died in the wool strategy
fan will lose interest.
But from a programming
point of view The Forceisnicely executed, and if you are а
strategy hard-case it will probably provide you with weeks о!
engaging frustration.
John Lettice

Program The Force Micro
Spectrum Price £8.95 Supplier Argus Press Software,
Liberty House, 222 Regent
Street, London WIR 7BD
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ableto punch, kick, walk. run, jump and
1
NEXUS is arcade action adventure. It giv
roll. And he can fire guns and throw daggers too. You'll identify friends and enemies through the digitised faces
of real people. Go in search of your copy n.
on CBM disk.
on Cassette. 412.95
"Nexus is available from good software retailers nationwide. Price
on Amstrad disk. Mail order from: Nexus Productions Ltd., DSB House, 30 High Street, BECKENHAM,
Kent ВВА LAY. Cheques only payable to Nexus Productions Ltd.

ЄЛ, [ЕЕ
THE GAEATEST COMPUTER GAME EVER WRITTEN

Сет. Б9/АБТАРО.
CASSETTE £995
DISK £19.95
SPECTRUM QAF
DM
ERES
ТАЙ

©

de

;

A powerful machine code extension of Spectrum BASIC
is free when you subscribe to Popular Computing Weekly.
Take out an annual subscription to Popular Computing Weekly at £19.95 U.K, (£37.40 overseas)
and receive, free of charge, the ZX! BASIC v2 tape. The program provides 28 extra commands including sprite handling, collision detection and drawing routines — plus a comprehensive sprite
designer.
Complete and return the form below for your free extended BASIC.
Please enter my annual subscription to Popular Computing Weekly at £19.95 UK. (
overseas), and send my free ZX! BASIC v2 tape.
0

40

Тепсіоѕе a cheque made payable to Sunshine Publications Ltd.

[ Please charge my Visa/Access card
№:

DOOOOOO000000

100

М№ате:....

Expiry Date:

Address...

Which computer do you use?.....
Return this form together with your payment to: PCW Subs., 12/13 Little Newport St., London WC2H

7PP (Please allow 21 days for delivery).
22-28 MAY 1986.
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lenclose a cheque/postal order for£
te Sunshine Books
lease debit my Visa
Alterna
ез5
can
jpiesofThe | Ameri
946408 91 2

To Theresa Lacy, Sunshine Books

12/43 Little Newport Street

London WC2H 7PP

send me
Please
Amiga Handbook ISBN 0

at £7.95 (plus 90p

p&

payable
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Fast monsters on
the Amstrad
Tony Kendle makes a plea for tips for games
on newer machines, and the Marsport solution
takes shape
E remember the last time | ever
wrote about being captivated by a QL
arcade game, indeed if | ever was. It
has taken a long time, tar too long for
Sinclair's sake, but the quality and frequency of QL programs is now ironically,
quite respectable, sufficiently so to make
the incredibly cheap offers in the High
Street stores worth a second look
The game that has caught my eye in
particular is 3D Slime which is like a cross
between Erburt and Marble Madness but
with a marvellously comical and
сапоопіїке piece of jumping slime as the
main character. It not only looks good for
the QL, but has just the right mix of
addictiveness and challenge to make it a
classic.
Even so, the QL is most attractive for
some simple dedicated use such as Basic
programming or the Psion suite. The only
68000 range machine that is really livin
up to its promised performance in th
country is of course the Atari ST, and
Rainbird software, pioneer of state-ol-theart programming, is promising some new
arcade/simulations that will match the superb standard of releases such as the
adventure The Pawn. More details soon.
In the meantime we are still waiting in
vain for the first tips for ST games in the
column,
For instance, @rattacas has been
around for quite a time now and there must
be lots to say - | would like to hear from
any ST owners out there.

infuriating bounder
It is impossible to avoid the question of
games conversions these days. Almost
everything that comes out is released for
several machines over a very short time,
This makes a lot of sense: one lot of
advertising covers all machines, it fits in
well with the team design philosophy of
many large companies - it is often easier
to program a game than it is to come up
with good ideas — and there is often only
one set of independent reviews. | wouldn't
like to say that companies deliberately
send in just one version of a game for
review, but attempts to persuade them that
they should let us see every copy meet
with very little enthusiasm.
It you find a game that you have seen
recommended which turns out to be rubbish on your machine, please write in and
let me know.
Two companies that seem to go to great
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lengths to ensure that owners of all ma- the earmuffs from the safety room in Joly.
chines receive a quality product are Grem- Now get the emply tank from Alba and the
lin Graphics and Mikro-Gen. Both of these oxygen from the chemists and make them
have recently sent through games that into an air tank
The next step is to get the calculator
have become great favourites of mine.
Gremlin has lately had a lot of acclaim machine from level B and get the lift down
for the graphically excellent Way of the to Gill. On Gill, to get through the danger
Tiger, but | actually prefer the infuriating room, you need to take the bomb and use it
and wickedly addictive Bounder which as a key — after this every time you pass
was deservedly popular on the Commo- through you must put each new bomb in
dore and has lately appeared on Amstrad the refuse.
To get past the next danger room you
and Spectrum. Don't bother buying it it you
don't have а joystick and let's have some need the earmuffs to protect you from the
sonic bomb. This will give you access to a
pokes please!
lift to level C where you will find some
steps. The danger room on this level is а
Fast monsters
vacuum and the air tank lets you survive.
Mikro-Gen has a new game that, so lar, is Go down to Farr and enter the gas room
available on Amstrad only. Called Equi- that contains the clue "The game is the
In сазе you haven't guessed, the
пох, it's one of the few releases that makes key
Amstrad multicolour mode look intricate calculator (adder) and steps combine to
and fascinating, and which plays like а make snakes and ladders, It is on this level
cross between a platform game and De- that the third key to M-central will be
fender lots of satisfying zaps and explo- found
sions and some fas! monsters together
with just enough strategy to keep it important clues
Getting through the games room will give
you access to hale level at last (where all
the computers, etc, are).
‘On this level you will find three key slots
— two outside the door to M-Central and
опе іп the control room. Put a key in each
апд you will have completed the first part
ol the game.
You will receive two important clues оп
this level — "I'm the sentry ...", gives you
the method to the solution of part two, ів,
you have to solve five clues given by five
vidtex machines.
The answer to each leads you to combine two objects, many of which you have
already used. The clue about the heralds
Marsport trom Gargoyle Games
knowing all that is alien is an important
pointer to the value of certain items you
interesting
Mikro-Gen has provided some tips and will find.
When you leave Hale you will find that
after a decent interval we will print a
all previously restricted doors will now be
selectionofthese.
Before we get on with more Marsport open and you will have access to some
tips, can | just give a quick mention to a more of the game. With the new objects
nice Fanzine-type mag, High Score, avail- that you find you will be able to open the
able at £1 per issue from Anthony Mar- remaining danger rooms.
The first one to solve is the virus room
shall,41 Loders Green, Eastfield, Scarborоп Level C, where you need an antidote.
‘ough, North Yorkshire, YO11 SLB.
The magazine is aimed at Spectrum To make this on the Amstrad version (1
‘owners but the tips and high scores may understand the syringe is not necessary
on the Spectrum version), you need the
be of interest to others. you do buy
please don't plagiarise anything for this insect from Gill (ant), the tea from the bar
(ti) and the pointe from the Oratory (pointe
column.
Now then, in Marsport you should have is dot plus "e", ie, dote).
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Games:

Adventure Corner

From the Amstrad —
to the Atari
Tony Bridge looks at the first Quill'd adventure
for the Atari, The Quest of Abraham Smee

he Quill, as Corner readers will be
T well aware, has become the standard adventure-writing utility on the
Spectrum, It has engendered many great
games - and, it has to be said, some awful
‘ones too - so I'm always amazed that it
does not seem to have done so well on
other machines. Now that Gilsoft have
released The Quill for the BBC, maybe we
will see a new source of adventures:
though the utility is not easy to use well, |
urge any Beebers to investigate the program and try their hand.
A couple of weeks ago, | looked at The
Lost Phirious, the first Quill'á adventure
for the Amstrad and now, Laurie Power
has sent me another first, his Atari Quill'd
game, The Quest of Abraham Smee.
The title is rather evocative: as to the
story, there's notаlot of information. This
is the first screen: “Sickness was upon you
when you stumbled to this valley. As you
thrash about in troubled sleep you hear the
voice of the Wise. "Не no longer plays in һе
North so evil plays in the land. Go north,
Abraham’ As you wake, all memory fades”
How you remember whal was said to you
by the Wise (what?) is not made clear, and
this scene-setting is spectacularly unhelptul = but you awake in the attic of а house
and it is here that the inevitable problems
start.

thought that puzzles should make sense
within the world of the adventure. He is
nation of most adventurers, | suspect, is to
offering Smee at the price of just £2 (tape)
err on the side of caution: so, at the start of
or £3 (disc), which is the bargain of the
а quest. short forays into the opening year for novice players — Atari owners,
locations are undertaken to pick up usetul
send off right now! Write to Laurie Powers.
objects and generally get the lie of the
В Hall Road, Rusholme, Manchester 14
Now, from Quills to an adventure for the
land. That'll do по good in Smee! Yes,
you'll find a way of avoiding the clutches of BBC machines. Project Thesius is the
the Riders, but then you'll find yourselt second in the Rick Hanson series from
scuppered later, as they lock the door of
Robico. It's written by Robert and Mike
the house behind them — you must get the
O'Leary using Robert's Message Comkey before they do! It's easily done, but | pression System, Midge. K has assigned a
guarantee that you will die several times dangerous mission to you, Rick: middle
betore finding the solution. You must leave name Danger. That's all that you're told,
the safety of the house and find a useful
and the game starts with you on a desolate
object before nipping back inside to es- beach.
cape the Riders.
Location descriptions are long, consisting largely of exit descriptions, which
Imaginative
certainly makes a refreshing change from
“Exits: МЕ”. The problems to start with
In fact, though the problems are not on the are not very difficult (soft sand in a cave
whole difficult and largely of the ‘build boat exists solely for the adventurer to dig in!),
from wood, nails and hammer/examine but wrong moves tend to end with sudden,
everything for useful objects’ variety, they unannounced death, though the reasons
are managed throughout with flair and for your demise make sense with hindoccasionally, a great deal of imagination. sight. So you'll slowly progress through
Desmond ('some legendary character’) the first couple of dozen locations finding
makes an hilarious appearance singing, the traps until you become well and truly
not of gold this time but hey-nonny-no, and stuck at the first really swinish problem.
many of the descriptions are atmospheric
giving just the right amount of information Good addition
and the spur to get you hunting for the next
Sudden death
location. It is small details like Desmond This is the kind of adventure that | like, and
that add interest to any adventures, and the whole thing is helped along by a very
For the most part, Smee is standard-issue
Quill'd games in particular — in fact, it's the fast display and a good vocabulary. ComQuill, with white text on blue paper and a
Quill’d variety above all others that re- mands such as ‘Get All’ (still not
rather attractive 'fade-up' to each screen
quires the little touch о! originality such as recognised by the majority of programs)
There is the obligatory 'sudden-dealh': in
Laurie brings to Smee.
are possible, and though much of the
most Quill'd adventures, this takes the
Vil forgive Laurie his sacriligious com- game is run along Matchword lines (for
orm of hunger or thirst, but Laurie has ments regarding Level 9 and their "lack ol example, to start with you are dripping wet
used a little more imagination in devising
feel and game logic' (are you playing the and a towel is at hand: eventually you'll
а band of black raiders who thunder in to same games, Laurie?), and agree with his find the combination of ‘DRY WITH TOWEL' but that's not glaringly obvious,
though it is frustrating), | found it very
Jem,
send
it
to
us,
and
a
fellow
adventurer
Adventure Helpline
addictive and compulsive. Although
тау beabletohelp.
Robico's packaging is, as usual, rather
Going bananas? If you are stuck in an Remember - the system only works if
austere and uninspiring (none of the usual
Adventure with nowhere
toturn donot those adventurers who have solved the
майе herel), I'd recommend Project
despair
—helpisathand.
puzzles getin touch. Every week isSave An Thesiusasa good addition to the Beeber's
Fill in thecoupon, explaining your prob- ‘Adventurer
Today (SAAT) week!
adventure library.
The program will set you back £9.95 on
Adventure...
i
OM(Micro).
tape (BBC B or Electron), £11.95 on disc
Рр
reer
genre
EERIE
(state 40 or 80 track) — although these
prices come down to £8.46 and £10.46
НИНЕ
respectively if you join Robico's Discount
Club ...Fairland Close, Liantrisant, MidGlamorgan, CF7 ВОН.
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the house and kill you unless you avoid

them in the correct way. The natural incli-
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Games:

Adventure Helpline

Brookside, Newtown, Carlisle, Cumbria CA2
тах.
‘TheNeverending
Story onC84.Part1 - I've
collected everything and gone everywhere —
what next?Clive Tomes, 19 Pre De Chenes, St
John, Jersey, Channel Islands.
Bored oftheRings onSpectrum. Howdo| get Lord of the Rings on Spectrum. | can't get Crystal FrogonC64.| havefixed theLoadbug,
past
theblack riders in theCS?Steven Ogilvie, further than the forest of Lothlorien. Can't but | can’t get out of the ventilation flue. J E
climb thetree.K Matthews, 86Holbein Walk,
55Marning Field Road, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Barber. 138 Oak Tree Lane, Selly Oak, BirGrange Park, Swindon Wiltshire, SNS 605.
mingham 829 6HU.
Pettigrew's
Diary onElectron. What isthe
password for the first part of the game? Peter Sphinx Adventure on electron. | can't get The Pawn on QL. How Чо | pass the massive
Armstrong. 83 College Street, Cleethorpes, across the lake. Jason Ross, Catalan, boulder blocking the track jn the foothilis?
Southsea Avenue, Minster, Isle о! Sheppey.
South Humberside.
John Bows, 1 StLeonards Court, Biedington,
Kent МЕТ? 2NH.
Oxtord.
‘The Hulk on Spectrum. I've protected myselt
trom the ants, How do|get lo Antman? Brett Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy on Tatung
‘Murder
Manor on Spectrum. How do |
Norris, Rama, Martins Close, Keevil, Trow- Einstein. 1) Howdo1 openthescreening door? ‘get out ofatthethesand
pitand keep the sheep inthe
2) How do | getthe particle? 3) What do! doon
bridge, Wiltsire BA14 6NJ.
pen? Miss D Thompson, 96 Symonds Road,
the presidential speedboat? Philip Wheatley,
Castle ofTerror onC64,Howdoyougetoutof Highfields, Trowell Moor, Trowell, Notts, NGS Preston PR2 3DJ.
the room where the treasure is kept? Mark ЗРО (Tel:0602283610)
Lord oftheRings part1 on Spectrum. How do
Gidden, 3 Fallowfield, Orton Wistow, PeterborGremlins onC16/Plus 4.How can | killthe you manage to cross the last bridge without
‘ough, Cambs.
gang
ofgremlins when attacked? Alan Leach, being caught by the black riders? Mr J Nasir, 6
Lord oftheRings onSpectrum. What usedoes 35 Hadfield Crescent. Ashton-under-Lyne, Fairfield Avenue, Hendon, London ММА 3TN.
the green el! stone have? How do you use it? Lancs OLS SHP.
‘Twin Kindgom ValleyonC64. How do you get
Mr J Nasir, 6 Fairfield Avenue, Hendon, Lonon Spectrum. How do | get past the the staff of gold (гот the witch in the east
don NWA 3TN.
lan? Howdo| make theweb? Eachtime| tryit tower? Clive Tomes, 19 Pre des Chenes, St
Sphinx Adventure onElectron. | can'tlindthe. says Гуе got baby formula. Brett Norris, John Jersey, СІ.
mouse or the boat Joseph McQuade, 2 Rama, Martins Close, Keevil, Trowbridge, Waxworks onSpectrum. Howdo youopen the
Wiltshire BA14 6NJ.
Etterick Road, Blantyre, Glasgow G72 00R.
crack? What do you print next? Ellyn Prys
Castle
ofTerror onC64.| cannot getoutofthe Roberts, Tan-y-parc, The Green, Denbigh,
Heroes ofKarnonAmstrad. | can't
getstarted
NWales.
‘and would be glad of any help. C Taylor, secret panel withthetreasure. J Biddulph, 151 Clwyd,

ADVENTURE
HELPLINE

44 Heydale Road,Liverpool
L18520.
‘Subsunk onSpectrum. How doyou getthe
yoghurt from the fridge? Stephen Philip
Chaney, 7 PlasIslwyn, Northville, Cwmbran,

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING
ADVISORY SERVICE
Had ENOUGH of
ИТТ

гае! Overseas orders add 155 per tape For Mall Order please send Cheques’РО
payanioCFS Visa AccessCard ordersby phonewelcome, I
CUTPRICE SOFTWARE, 4 Slacksbury Hatch,
CM19 4ET
нанном,Essex
Tel: (0279)24433 (24hransaphone) wom

but don't know what else to choose?
have fun and loarn at the same time
und. івана educational
We will sond you a well-choser
it YOUR need,
software with Iuli descriptions and ез
FIN in тө formbelow and: па ittogether with cheque/postal order for£2.99to:
ECAS, 291,Cricklewood
Lane,London МИ?2L.
personalised advice willbe
Large

MEGASAVE _ | ||№"
SOFTWARE ©
КЕ
Telephone Man
3

| My computer is a
Child's age
below

tps shea
Б
pod

idscountpr
Postcode
Modo!

Disk/Cassotte
(РСМ)
List interests of each child from the selection

1. Maths2Engish3French 4History5.Geography&Phys 7.
Chemisty8.Blogy9.
10.BusinessStudies11. Music 12 Generi problemSolving 13.
HomeEconoomics
Information kits 14. Graphics/paming 15 Educstonal Віко 16. Educational Games
нинин
VI. Forte
veryyoung 18.А mixture
ofthebest19.De
ТЕЕ
АРТА
Send with £2.99 to ECAS, 291, Cricklewood Lane, London NW2 221.
i
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Programming:

Amstrad

CHARACTER
EXPANSION
by Brian Cadge
n advantage of the Amstrad's bit
mapped display is that text can be
mixed with graphics in any of the
three display modes. However, it would
often be useful to be able to alter the size
of the text characters displayed, for use in
title screens, menus, and other displays.
This is the facility that this program gives
you, via two new commands.
Type in, save and run the Basic Loader
program, taking care with the Data statements. If you haven't made any mistakes
entering the code you will get a message
informing you that the new commands
have successfully been loaded
Now type in the short demonstration
program, to gel an idea of what the commands can do. This demo program simply
displays the letters 'PCW' in all possible
sizes in all three modes.
The two new RSX commands are called
CSIZE and DISPLAY, the syntax of them is
as follows:
ICSIZE xmag,ymag
Where xmag is the horizontal magnilication factor, and утад із the vertical тадпіfication factor. So to get triple height,
double width characters you would type
\CSIZE,2.3. Nate the '|' before the command name, this tells Basic that the command is an external RSX command ('! is
obtained using Shift @)
Also note that there is a comma immediately after the command name. Xmag and
ymag must be in the range 1 to 7. Obviously, using |CSIZE, 1,1 would give characters
of the normal size.
Once you have set the size of characters, a string is printed using the (DISPLAY
command. So if X$ is a string containing
the message to be printed, the syntax of
the command is:
IDISPLAY aX$
The '@' is necessary before the string
variable name to pass the string descriptor
(containing the length and start address of
the string) to the machine code routine.
The string is displayed from the current
cursor position, so you can use the normal
LOCATE command to position the text. The
characters are printed with théir top left
hand corners at the cursor position. Take
care not to cause the screen to scroll
within a |DISPLAY command, ie, do not try
to print the expanded characters too low
down the screen, otherwise each section
of the expanded character will be printed
on a separate line.
There are no restriction on the use of the
new commands, they can operate in all
modes, and the characters in the string
22/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

can be user-defined if you wish ~ using the
normal SYMBOL command. The character
size set by |CSIZE is with respect to the
normal character size for the current
screen mode. So |CSIZE2, 1 will give mode
1 size characters in mode 2, and mode 0
size characters in mode 1. The characters
are displayed in the current pen and paper
colours. One point to note is that the
Program uses character number 255 —
chr$(255) — internally, so this must always
be a user-delinable code, codes 0-254 can
be Rom based. Also there is no point in
trying to use CHR$(255) in your own programs as the routine redefines it to display
the expanded characters.
The assembly language listing is included to show how the program actually
operates, and this is fully commented. The
main routine is called PRTCH: this prints
an expanded character at the current
cursor position. The routine
firstcopies the
matrix for the required character from
Rom or Ram into its own workspace, next it

expands it vertically by the current value of

MULTY (set by |CSIZE). Finally, it expands
each

byte

horizontally

and

defines

chr$(255) as part of the expanded character - this is then printed using the normal
Rom print routine. This process of defining
chr$(255) and printing it goes on until the
whole of an expanded character has been
built up and printed,
Once a character has been printed, the
cursor position is updated to be ready for
the next character. So successive |D/SPLAY commands, without using LOCATE
between them will cause each string to be
printed one after another. Note that control

codes cannot be used within a DISPLAY
string.
The |С5/2Е routine forces the xmag and

ymag parameters to lie in the range 0-7 by

ап AND 7 command, and then ignores the
result i it is zero. Bigger sizes could have
been used with only a little more memory,
but characters seven times their norma
size should be big enough for anyone!

10 "Basic loader progras for Character Expander
20 MEMORY 41000
30 FOR 1=4100 TO 41408

40 READ a$:veVAL(*b*
sas)

50 cs=cstvıFOKE ipv
50 NEXT i

70 IF сз‹›51405 THEN FRINT*DATà ERROR - Check listing"; CHR&(7):STDF
You can now
NEW this progras.*

80 CALL 41001:CLS:PRINT"ICSIZE and {DISPLAY commands loaded -

90 END
100 DATA 01,38,40 121,С2,41,С0,01,8С,2Е,02,32,С4,41,32,СВ,41,С9,45,40,С5,94
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
280 DATA

A1,C3, 87,81, 43,53, 49,54,CS,44,49, 53,50, AC,41,09, 00,CD,85, BB, CD,06
E9,01,08,00,
11,CC,A1,ED,ВО,CD, 09,89,ЗЕ,00,32, E0, 41, 32, EL, LCD, 78.
BB,22, DC,01,22, DE,A1, DD, 21, E2, A1, CD, OD,A1, 21,E2, A1, ЗА,EL AL, B7 .28.
07,01,08,00,09, 30,18, Fb, EB, 05,08, FD,21, D4, 81,CS,ЗА,CA, AL, 47, 18, DD
21, 18, R2,CD,25.A1, 21, 14, AZ,ЗА,EO A1, 4F„3E,00,47, 09,7E FD, 77,00,FD
23, 13,C1, 10, DE,ЗЕ,FF, 21, D4, A1, CD,AB, BB,2A,DC,A1, CD, 75, BB, ЗЕ,FF CD
SD,BB, ЗА,DD,61, 3C,32, D, A1, ЗА,СА,A1, 47,ЗА,EO, A1, B8,28, 06,3C, 32, EO.
Al, 18,90, ЗА,СВ,A1, 30,47, JAEL, A1, B8,28,19, 3C,32, EL AL, 3A,DF A1, 32
00,41, ЗА,DC,A1, 3C,32,DC,AL, 3E,00,32, EO A1, C3,79,80,ЗА,DE,A1, ВЕ,3A
DD,A1,67,25,CD, 75,88, C9,06,08, 21, CC,AL, CS,ЗА,CB,A1,57 ,7E,DD, 77,00
00,23, 15,20, F7,23,C1, 10, ЕЕ,C9,32, СІ, 61, 78,32, C9 Al, 3E,80,32, Cb,At
32,C7,
41,36, 00,DD, ES, DD, 77,00, DD,23,10, F9, DD,E1, SA,С9, 81, 32, CB, AL
ЗА, C6,1,47, 3A,CL, AL, 40,28,22,36,C7, A1, 47, DD,7E,00,BO,DD, 77, 00,CD.
ТЕ, 1, JA,CB, 81, 3D,32, CB,81 , 20,E3, ЗА,Có,A1, CB,F, 32, Co,A1, 30, CF,CF
ЗА,C9, 1, 47, CD, 7E,АТ,10, FB, 18, EA,ЗА,C7 AL, FE,01,28, 07, СВ, 3F,32,C7
Al, 16,07, DD,23, 3E80,32, C7, 41,C9, 00,ТЕ,09,E6,07, CB,32, CB, AL, DD, 7E.
02, E5,07, СВ,32,CA,A1, C9,DD,6E,00,DD, 65,01, 7E, B7 , CB,25, SE,23, S6.FS
05,14, С0, „ВО,
DL,РІ, 13,30,20, FA,CS.
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Programming: Amstrad
10
Dema Program for Character Expander
20 ON ERROR GOTO 130
30 as="Pou"
40 FOR m=O TO 2
50 MODE m:WINDOW #1.1,80,2.25
60 FOR vei TO 7
70 FOR
x=1 TO
80 CLSWI:LOCATE 1.1:PRINT USING "Mode й
Хен Y-8" imo
yr ICSIZE х,у
character
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219 ғетсн
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RON matrix

30 LOCATE 1.12: 1 DISPLAY,
ваз
100 FOR d-1 TO SOO:NEXT
110 NEXT x У.т
120 CLS:END
150 IF ERF=28 THEN PRINT"Run the Basic 1
oader before this program” ELSE PRINT"Er
ror": ERR: "at line"iERL
140 END
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Readers' survey
If you missed last week's Reader's Survey, well, here's a second chance to tell us what
you think of us, and help War on Want at the same time.

You can help us by filling in the survey printed below, and for every completed questionnaire we receive, we'll donate 10 pence to WOW. The money will go to its general
fund which goes to help fight poverty in the Third World, just as does money spent on
WOW's compilation tape for the Spectrum.
Please note that the survey runs over TWO pages. Once you've removed our special
pull-out supplement, you'll find that the Survey can also be pulled out, without
damaging your copy of the magazine.
Send your completed survey off to Readers' Survey, Popular Computing Weekly, 12-13
Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP, to reach us by Monday, June 16. We will publish the results in a future issue of the magazine.

1 Which

of the following computers do

you own?

5 Which of the following peripherals do

you own?

Acorn BBC

Acorn Electron

Monitor

Printer

Amstrad 464/664/6128

Amstrad PCW 8256/

Disc drive

Modem

Atari ST
Commodore 64

8512
Atari 400/800
Commodore C16

Microdrive
Light pen
Plotter

Graphics tablet
Mouse

Commodore 128

1

Sinclair Spectrum
Other (please specily)

J

MSX

2 When did you buy your first computer?
Within last six months

()

Six months

to 1 year

айо

1-2 years ago

More than 2 years ago

3 How long have you had your current
computer?
Less than six months

1-2 years

O

1

Other (please specify)

Sinclair QL

6 Which of these peripherals
lan to buy this year?
P
y
y

do you

Monitor

Printer

Light pen

Graphics tablet

Disc drive

adoi

Plotter

Mouse

J

7 How much do you spend on software
each month?

Six months to 1 year

Up to £10

£10-20

o

More than 2 years

£20-30

More than £30

б

4 Do you plan to buy a new computer
this year?

8 How much time do you spend at your
computer each week?

Yes
|
If yes, please specify model

Less than 2 hrs
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м

10-20 hrs

О

2-10 hrs

More than 20 hrs

о
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SINCLAIR MICROS
WES the fate of the Sinclair brand
ime under the Amstrad
administration, the Spectrum will probably

INSIDE

continue to be the country's most popular
micro for some time to come. There's по
sign of a let-up in the stream of innovative
new products in both the games and the
utility line, and the dedication of

IV
THE WORD IS OUT SPECTRUM W/P

‘Spectrum users is legendary. With the
128K machine and the rumoured SuperSpectrum, excitementis still high,
This week we'll look at some stunning

VI
AMSTRAD'S SINCLAIR
TAKEOVER PLANS
X
GAMES FOR THE 128K
SPECTRUM - WORTH IT?

word-processors, the current crop of

Spectrum 128 games, the impressive.
Bobby Bearing from The Edge, and the
latest news from the world of the QL (yes,

BOBBY BEARING
— THE EDGE'S LATEST

it's still alive and kicking!)
Together with a history of the
Spectrum and a look at the latest video
technology it's just a taste of how the

Sinclair micros continue to provide fun
and excitement for every owner.

@

Sinclair Show surprises
he May Microfair was a rum do, notable complete systems can be sold, rather than.
just offering a Thor upgrade. The final
mainly for a general air of uncertainty
and an almost total lack of new products for system is hoped to include a new 68020
processor, 1 Mb RAM, з
the Spectrum. Instead, we were swamped
the XCHANGE
with new releases for the QL, а system
which it seems unlikely will continue to be and casing at around £1800.
September launch.
produced unless by some miracle CST
Remaining with QL hardware, Farmintel
manages to save it.
showed the Sandy range of add-ons,
As reported last week, the big news for
including the 35 floppy disk drive, RAM
QL users is the CST Thor, an upgrade of
card with through connector, twin
the existing machine which will eventually
expansion unit and Super Board with disk
become an entirely new system.
driver, parallel printer port, and superbasic
extensions. Car Electronics and the
SuperToolkit QL, a 16K ROM module which
plugs into the expansion slot, and provides
а full screen editor, default directories, job
control,
resident programs, file handling,
extended networking, assignable keystrings
and many more features.
Eidersoft's ICE program, a fully icon
based desktop manager and front end for
The prototype Thor is a repackage of the QDOS, comes on an EPROM cartridge and
uses “next to no ВАМ". ICE isdesigned to
company's existing add-ons, fitted into a
be compatible with any Superbasic program
single case with a detachable IBM-AT-style
and most commercial software, can be used
keyboard. The new
system, then, includes
with joysticks, keyboard, or a mouse, and
an enhanced QDOS, 640K RAM, single or
offers multitasking, a clock, and calendar
dual 720K 35 floppy disk drives, and a 20
features. Costing £49.95, ICE is one ofa
Mb Winchester option. The Winchester
series of utility packages and games for the
QDISC costs around £1,000, although CST
QL from Eidersoft.
are anticipating a price cut.
Prospero Software showed a series of
CST hopes to obtain QL's so that
22-28 MAY 1986.

Eidersott's ICE for the OL
68000-based lanaguage packages, including

Pro Pascal, Pro Fortran and the Prospect
graphics subroutine library. On the games
front, MOA showed a preview of
209, a
complex Moon Buggy variant for the QL.
Although the preview looked pretty flickery,
the finished version will be available soon
and we'll be able to give it a fuller review.
GAP software showed the Designer QL
package, which includes a full screen editor
with text facilities, additional text styles,
and a character generator, while Datalink's
CAD-PAK is a more technically-minded
program.
As for the Spectrum, most of the new
releases seemed to be concerned with
overcoming the limitations of the tape
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY/i
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loading system. TR's Beta-Plus disk
interface has a new Magic Button facility,
which enables any tape-based program to be
transferred to disk with a single press. The
interface also features auto boot, random
and sequential access file handling, and
auto checking, The interface is £109, and
the Beta-Plus single-sided 40-track disc
drive £229.
vec-Mate claims to be able to
transfer any tape program to microdrive,
Beta or Opus disk. An expansion slot is
provided on the back of the unit, so it сап
be left ín place at all times, and it also
offers turbo-tape loading facilities.
‘The Mirage Microdriver offers transfer ої
any tape-based program to microdrive, with
optional saving of screen display, screen
dumping, freeze facility and through
connector.
Saga Systems gave а demonstration of
their wide range of keyboards and the First
Word program, reviewed elsewhere in this
supplement, while Opus showed the

Discovery disk system featuring the 128K
version, which allows you to change
operating modes at will, set up a random
access filing system, use the 128's extra.
memory as a RAM disk, and retains the

Video digitising

features of the oriitinal Discovery 1
including the peripheral through-connector
parallel printer port, Kempston joystick
interface, video monitor port and built-in.
screen designs.

4

so you can move the picture around the
screen to crop it as you desire.

The menu-driven software allows you to

control the input level and display type,
though the digitised pictures are limited
to black, white and shades of grey.

у far the most interesting new
products at the Show were the two
video digitisers, from Data Skip and

‘The software can be transferred to
microdrive, and Sunset are workingon

Sunset.

‘The principle of video digitising isn't

new, but the technology has only recently

various upgrades and extra options. The

been adapted for home computers. The
DataSkip, a Dutch product retailing at

leads and adaptors, and will soon be

package comes complete with all

available for the Amstrad, at around the
same cost of £126.50. We'll review the

£69, is claimed to be able to digitise a

video picture in 0.27 seconds, while the

Sunset device seems to have better

handling facilities.
‘The Sunset video digitiser is housed in

a Cheetah-style case, plugging into the

Spectrum's user port. It сап be connected
via its standard video socket to any source

L

the form of a 256 x 1992 pixel image at
16 resolution levels.
Once you have the image on the screen,

you can manipulate it by changing the
contrast levels, saving it to cassette or

‘such as a video camera (either the mono

microdrive for later use, load it into art
software packages for further

movie models) or the out put from any
home video machine. The digitiser will
then take any still picture and transfer it
to the Spectrum's memory, storing it in

The resolution of the Sunset digitiser is
much higher than the Spectrum screen
display can actually cope with. It's also
larger than the Spectrum's screen display,

‘surveillance type or sophisticated home

22-28
MAY 1988

necessary

manipulation, or print it out.

Digitiser in more depth at a later date.
Microfair Show organiser Mike
Johnston said the Fairs would continue so
long as there was support from the public
and third party suppliers. On the evidence
of this Show, there's plenty of enthusiasm,
but the supply of new products for the
Spectrum is slowing down, and the QU's
future must remain in doubt until
Amstrad decide whether it is worth
continuing to support it, or arrange to put
its fate in other hands. 4
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY/ili
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The word was Spectrum
CHRIS JENKINS LOOKS AT FIRST WORD AND
TASWORD 3, AND PREVIEWS THE WRITER, THE MOST
POWERFUL SPECTRUM WORD PROCESSOR YET
uilding up an adequate word processing

system on the Spectrum requires

several tricky decisions. Firstly, you have to
decide whether to replace the keyboard;
then, whether to rely on tape, or go for
microdrive or disk drive; next, which printer

and interface to use; and, perhaps lastly,

which software,
‘That last decision is now much easier,
since there are now at least three word
processing packages which offer a wide
range of professional facilities.

‘The Last Word from Saga Systems is

designed to be easy to use without having
to wade through the 30-page manual. All
sixty commands are available in an onscreen summary which
shows the entry key

combination required for each command.

1 found it difficult to get used to the fact

that the main control keys are Symbol Shift
and Extend. This makes the Last Word

Word is the clarity of the redefined
character sets. Admittedly, І was using the
system with a reasonably good monitor, and
зо had no difficulty with any of the 40, 48,
60 or 80-column displays. Using The Last

Word with a TV, the 80-column display will
probably only be of use for formatting the

text; the letters tend to merge into each

other too much for the text to be actually
legible.

Once you have set the character size you

want to work with, the program will “wraparound” text as it reaches the edge of the
screen. There are several commands which
make it easy to reform paragraphs, either at
different text sizes or with new margins or

spacing.

Text editing is done with the cursor keys,

and you can move through a document

either a letter, a word, or a sentence at а
time, using the Extend mode and symbol

package better suited for the Spectrum + or shi

128 than the squishy-key Spectrum, but
then, how many users would be able to
cope with the original keyboard anyway?
On loading - the program can be

transferred to microdrive, wafadrive, and a

variety of disk drives including Beta, Opus
and Gordon ~ the main display shows a file
window filling most of the screen, and a
command line above it. The command line
contains indicators for line and column

number, tabs, video status, wrap, justify,

overwrite, upper case lock and so on.
‘One of the best features of The Last

T
Н.Е
LAST,
WORD
forthe

48k ZX Spectrum/plus
micro-computer

area

MLAS

aga Systems Limited

lasword Three has а lot to live up to,
since its predecessors have established
themselvesasthe best word-processing
packages available for the Spectrum. The
greatest immediate difference is that T3 is
available only on microdrive.
The most controversial feature of T3 is
the screen display. Some word processors,
like The Last Word, split a line over two
screen lines if the number of characters
exceeds the set column width. With T3, the
screen scrolls across to keep your text in

ving text can be done in ways. You

can either define a start line and end line,

or save the whole document, to either tape
ог microdrive. On reloading you can merge
files together consecutively, or insert new
material if you wish. If loading from tape,
all the filenames present will be shown as

they are found.

МІ the facilities of the most powerful

word processors scem to be here; shifting
blocks of text, search and replace for
specific words or phrases, left or right.

Justification and centering, word count (the

view as you type И. The obvious
disadvantage is that you cannot see all of
the text all of the time.
The manual ~ a beautifully-printed 64page epic - is very full and clear, and ki
off by explaining the peculiar “reversed

use any common printer, although the basic

indicates Extended mode, of course, and is.

and Epson RX-80 ifyou are not using a
Sinclair printer. Kempston, Morex, Tasprint
and other interfaces are also supported, and
since it is possible to exit to Basic from the

to access most of the operational modes.

maximum is about 4000 words), а
calculator, a clock, variable line spacing,
variable copy number, and powerful printer
control routines.
The Last Word supports 24 printer
control tokens, which should allow you to

set-up assumes а ZX-LPRINT Ш interface

main program, it should be possible to cope
with other devices too.

Overall, while The Last Word is a very
comprehensive and powerful program, 1
think its best feature is the screen design.
Everything looks very professional, and is

presented in a clear and user-friendly
manner — essential in a program which is
likely to become a firm favourite with

Spectrum users. 4

Program The Last Word
Supplier Saga Systems
Price £1395
Format Cassette

symbol used on the command menu, This

used in conjunction with single keypresses

Maximum line length in Tasword 3 is 128
characters, while the display width is
normally 64. A single text file can be up to
17000 characters long, while the central
text window can show either 15 or 22 lines.

There's an auto-repeat facility on all keys.

There are two help pages, one dealing with
text commands and one with 1/0. These are
really only summaries of the facilities
available — much better explanations are

given in the manual

Just a list of some of the major features
of Tasword 3 will give you some idea of how
advanced it is. Word-wrapping at the end of
each line can be overridden, as can the
automatic justification. Right-justified text
can be changed to left-justified and viceversa. Files can be merged simply by loading
new ones after existing text. The command
cursor can be moved to the start or end of

ivIPOPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY
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the file, or the start or end of a line. There
are slow and fast text scrolls, page skip.

delete and undelete, (for the most recent.

НИЦІ

Most of the standard text handling
facilities are similar to Tasword 3 or Last
Word. The Writer loads in black and white,

line deleted), auto-insert to rejustify the

but you can customise the screen colours to

inserted, search and replace, block move,
printer control characters, variable window
size, variable form length to adjust for

text window gives you information on file
name, line and column number, insert/
delete/overwrite modes, caps lock on/off,
and so on. Pressing the Edit key accesses
the main menu bar, which includes FILE,
EDIT, TEXT, SEARCH, FORMAT and HELP.
The HELP menus are only available on the
microdrive version of the program.
Using GRPH mode you can use a number
of accented characters including the
German double-s, C-cedilla, grave and acute
e,and soоп.Wordwrap
can beenabledor
disabled, there's a full search-and-replace

current paragraph while new text is being

different paper sizes, variable copy number,

variable spacing, page numbering, and so
on.

Tasword 3 is, up to this point, a powerful

but fairly standard word processor.

However, there are a number of clever.

features which are more advanced than
some packages designed for much more

expensive systems; for instance a word.
buffer which makes it practically impossible
to "out-type" the program, Data Merge

Filing for producing multiple copies of files
with varying headings, say, conditional
printing (by which information held in a

data merge file can control whether а

suit your laste. The status line above the

‚ . and we would appreciate payment as
soon as possible”, while if the debt is over
£500 itreads " . . . andthe boys will be

around to break your legs tomorrow.”

Numeric variables can also be handled in

the program, to such a level of complexity.

that you could, for instance, from a single
given amount print the original, final price

including VAT, and the VAT charge

separately,

facility, page numbering (Arabic or Roman!),
headers and footers,

printer control

characters for underlining. a wide range of
printer driver options, compatibility with

Tasword 2 and Quill files, and so on and so

‘on. However, the normal word

facilities

are just thestart ofwhat The

Writer can do. Firstly, it can be customised

or operate either with a joystick or with a

Kempston mouse. The pull-down menu

system is comparable to that of the Apple
Macintosh, so using it with a mouse is the

natural move. Using the Mouse eliminates

much of the tedium of selecting the correct
control keys, which is the major bug-bear of
some word-processors. You can still use key
commands even if you have the mouse in

operation

document is printed or not), a tutorial
program on the microdrive, and a wide

range of customisation options for making

personalised back-ups.

Tasprint and Tasword Two files can be
used, providing the correct conversion
procedure given in the T3 manual is
followed.
Unless the inability to transfer Tasword

to a disk system puts you off, the facilities

and reliability of the product should make
it an attractive purchase. | didn't find it as
user-friendly as Last Word, but this is
perhaps some reflection of the number of
facilities available, and would probably be
overcome with familiarity.4

Program Tasword 3
Supplier Tasman Software
Price £1650
Format Microdrive
he much-anticipated Writer program is
an attempt to out-perform every wordprocessing package available for home
computers, and on the evidence of my
acquaintance with it so far, it in fact beats
many professional

22-28 MAY 1986

Needless to say, SofTechnics has made

Secondly, The Writer takes into account
the fact that some printers can cope with

sure that any printer can be supported. This

condensed modes, The Writer can display

Spectrum can be supported by The Writer,

isn't just a vague promise ~ apparently any

over 80 column, especially when using

printer which can be attached to the

up to 127 columns of text, with a scrolling

using user definable printer definition files.

display.
Thave not used any other program which

Some of the commonly-used interfaces are

ready-defined (Kempston, ZX, etc), but the

write one document while another is
printing out — and on the 128K version, it's
possible to hold up to five documents in
memory simultaneously.
The Writer is Wordstar file compatible, so
you can take your files homes from the IBM
PC in work, and load them into the humble

RS-232 or Centronics printer.
What else do you want? Well, apart from

has true printer spooling. You can actually

Spectrum, via the RS-232 on Interface 1.

‘There are also not one but three forms of
mail merge; a WRITE/INCLUDE function |
which will pull any microdrive file into your

document, a more sophisticated mail merge
using some simple Basic programming to

merge lists of names and addresses into the

text, and a third option using the
forthcoming Filer program.

Perhaps most impressive is the Print

Merge facility, which has some capabilities
which I found quite astounding. It allows
you to merge texts at the time of printing.
and set up variables using GET and PUT
commands, which can be updated at the
time of printing. Conditional printing makes

customising feature allows you to tackle any
the microdrive transfer facility on the.

cassette, there ae Opus, Beta, and other disk
versions coming. It's also possible to
integrate files from the Artist graphics.
program, and the forthcoming Filer,

Database and Spredsheet programs.

Eventually SofTechnics hopes to offer a

complete integrated system for business and
uses such as page make-up for desk-top
publishing.
This has necessarily only been an
overview of some of the facilities of The
Writer. There are so many facilities available
that it would take a book to thoroughly

explore all of them. One thing is certain,

though; with the Tasword2 compatibility

and the promise of forthcoming compatible
software releases, The Writer presents

Spectrum users with yet another worthy

contender in the wordprocessing stakes.4

the program print a certain document, or
part of adocument, only if a condition set

Program The Writer

by a variable is satisfied. For instance, you
could set up a letter reminding a number of
clients about overdue debts, and two
alternative final paragraphs, such that if the
debt is over under £500 the letter reads

Format Cassette, m/drive and disk

forthcoming

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY/v

JUST WHERE DOES THE
AMSTRAD TAKEOVER LEAVE
OWNERS AND POTENTIAL
PURCHASERS OF SINCLAIR
MICROS? CHRISTINA ERSKINE
FINDS OUT

Sinclair's future shock
inclair users and software companies

alike have been left in а quandary by

Alan Sugar’s announcement of April 3, that
he had picked up the rights to Sinclair's
computers for a mere £5 million.
Confusion and speculation have

back to the retailer.

And what of those who had been.

thinking of buying aSpectrum? Should
they do so now, or wait until Amstrad's
intended enhanced version appears?

Неге is really a question of your own

surrounded the deal and what it means for

patience. All Amstrad has

service, and Sinclair's idiosyncratic

Spectrum", as Alan Sugar, Amstrad's

the Spectrum, software support, the repair

peripherals ever since, and no-one seems
particularly keen to clarify things.

Bunker

я

‘The real losers, sofar, appear to be those
with faulty Spectrums, especially those who

sent them in for repair shortly before the

deal was announced. Amstrad says it's not
its problem, while Sinclair Research has

retreated to its bunker at Milton Hall, near

Cambridge, although it won't be there
much longer; the building is up for sale.

said isthat it will

bring out a Spectrum micro, “Son of

chairman termed it, for this Christmas, with
а tape deck and for around £140, and that
it will be a no-compromise entertainment
machine. That was at the beginning of
April, and there has been no official word

since of any confirmation of this. So, if
you're put off by the Spectrum's squidgy
keyboard, or lack of joystick port, don't

bank on Amstrad rectifying these. It hasn't
said it will, however much it may seem a
sensible course to take.

The repairs issue is the one causing most
confusion among Spectrum owners. The
truth is that Spectrums sent in for repair

Cartridges

aren't Amstrad's problem. Amstrad did not
buy Sinclair, lock, stock and barrel. It

remains to be seen whether such is indeed
the case. There have also been reports that
Amstrad may produce the comparable ‘super
Spectrum’, codenamed Loki, which was
being developed at Sinclair before the deal
went through. The specification of Loki
allowed for superior graphics and
gamesplay, but it is not clear what stage of
development the machine had reached, nor
whether Amstrad will press ahead with it.
On the Spectrum peripherals side, many
Microdrive users are worried about

before the deal and not yet returned really
bought rights to the Sinclair name, rights

to manufacture its computers, and the
existing stock.

The answer then is to contact Sinclair
Reseach, or SRL, as it is now known, at.
Milton Hall, Milton, Cambridge СВА 4А
(0223 862661 ).Repairs are still its

responsibility.
As for those whose Spectrums go wrong
now, the message is clear. Don't send them

to Amstrad, which is currently selling

Spectrum stocks overseas, but take them
vI/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

Recent speculation has suggested pushing
the memory up to 256K Ram, and afacility

to use Astron credit-card style cartridges. It

continued support — and are wondering if

they should junk the whole Microdrive idea

and до back to cassette.
This again is up to SRL, (Sinclair)
However, the news for microdrive cartridges
may be gloomy. Any new QL now looks
likely to use floppy discs rather than
microdrives (see Popular Computing
Weekly, News Desk, May 15). Continued
supply will probably depend on continued
demand, Again, contact SRL.
Spectrum 128 owners will have noticed
that there is not much in the way of
specific software to convince them it was
worth shelling out for the new machine,
Many of the software companies have
postponed plans to bring out 128 versions
of titles — or new releases especially for the
128 — until they know how long a life these
programs will have under the Amstrad
regime.

Exceptions
For 128-specific titles that are out, see the

survey elsewhere in this supplement,
Unfortunately, you cannot expect much
more 128-only products until Amstrad's.
plans become clearer. Rest assured that the
vast majority of Spectrum Plus programs
will run on the 128,
The salient exceptions appear to be Elite
(Firebird — compatible version in
development), Fairlight (The Edge),
Impossible Mission (US Gold), Laser Basic,
Laser Compiler (Ocean IQ), Macadam
Bumper (PSS), They Sold a Million (Hit
Squad), Tomahawk (Digital Integration) and
World Series Baseball (Imagine).
Only time will tell whether the popularity
of the Spectrum can survive Amstrad 5
marketing it asan entertainment machine.4.
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FREE SOFTWARE*
FREE 15 MONTHS MEMBERSHIP

NEW!
M/DRIVE DOCTOR
(Spectrum 48K + /128K)

Extends BASIC to provide extra disk-like commands.
"Rename facility *Sector restorer *Full catalogue
*MEGAFORMAT (108-120К) *Cartridge clone (2
drives) *Merge ANY program *Default drives and
wildcards *File finder *Printer output *Special commands for advanced users and much more. Compatible with all Interface One ROM types. Included is a full
sector editor program for on screen alteration of data.
*".... this program is an excellent buy . .
anyone who uses microdrives seriously ...Highly
recommended" (Simon Goodwin - Author QL
SUPERCHARGE).
*“excellent utility..." (5. Crow - Author
STARQUAKE)
AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER ONLY. SUPPLIED ON CARTRIDGE COMPLETE WITH A 2500 WORD USER MANUAL FOR £7.50 inc P & P. (Price £8.50 inclusive outside
UK)
QL version coming soon. Enquire for details.
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SEND CHEQUES/P.O TO:
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А great new home computer club now under мау! Savings on software &
books Irom
ind up to 40% ofl А.Р. originals only. You're never
committed
toanymakes for5
committed to buy,
Every two months you get a software update, Iree software & game playing
tips. Savingsonhardware from 15% andupto 30%off R.R.P. not just Joysticks.
but a wide range ol peripherals for your computer. Normally membership is.
£15 lor 12 months but for alimited period only memborship is FREE lor 15
months when you buy just one of
the programs listedbelow, choose one of the
emphasised programsasyour free bi-monthly software. Our club is designed.
for ай Amstrad CPC, ZX, Spectrum 48K&+. Commodore
64and128,

One of these Mastertronic games if FREE when you buy one of the above
programs:
З DEVILS CROWN *CAVES OF DOOM *
" ONE MAN 8 HIS DROID * FORMULA ONE SIMULATOR * SOUL OF A ROBOT *
Whosaid anything about you don't have a choice
inвоћа
* UTILITIES
* EDUCATION
*ARCADE *
ADE ADVENTURE " SIMULATION " STRATEGY *
These are just a few hardware prices which are exclusive to our club
members

ricelist i$ much bigger thanthis,tor any enquiries that you
0 0473 218229 MON-FRI 9am-4pm (irs much quicker
ease make cheques/postal orders payable to ТА. DAVIS. Ali priced loms
include postage & packing except hardware items below £100, also are corroct
when going to press
Post io. THE ТА. DAVIS HOME COMPUTER CLUB,
звеWOODBRIDGE ROAD,
SUFFOLK,
124200.

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOUR MONITOR
Essential for text and
superb for graphics

14" SCREEN RESOLUTION (585 x 895 PIXELS)
from only £249.95 inc VAT

SOUND FACILITY AVAILABLE
£17.50
Available in Wood or Metal Case
W.. E
for SPECTRUM, SINCLAIR
QL and BBC..£249.95 inc VAT
for AMSTRAD in 5volt and 12volt supplies£264.95 inc VAT
for ATARI 520 and 1040
„£269.95 inc VAT
Sound Facility for spectrum Amstrad and Atari,£17.50 inc
Spectrum requires RGB converter, £28.95
Metal box £19.95 extra

All models include inverse switch and TTL/Analogue
switch suitable for other computers—Please ask
COD or Send your cheque to:
CHROMAGRAPHICA, 135CliffRoad,Hornsea, North Humberside HUIS 118
Telephone: 0482 881 065 (days) 04012 4699 (evenings)
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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PRICE £15.00(allinclusive) жініниPiatANDNatina)Buntverona

Please supply: Chroma | £249.95 + £995 carriage. Converter (for
Spectrum 48) £2895 inc. VAT. Sound £17.50 inc VAT
Colour
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LONG RANGE MAP FOR
DESTINATION SELECT

VIEW FROM WINDOW OF THE
SURFACE OF PLUTO

INORBIT AROUND EARTH.WILLIT
SURVIVE?
IT MEAN?
The ears 2007,LiteonplanetEarthiscoming toanend.A seriesof
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THISPROGRAM USESOVER1 25KOFMEMORY.
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IS BIGGER ALWAYS BETTER?
WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH 128K
THAT YOU CAN'T DO WITH 48K?
JOHN MINSON LOOKS AT 128 GAMES

ве in the old days, when Sinclair was
nymous with Sir Clive and пої
Sugar, the Spectrum 128 launch was
heralded with a hall full of software houses,
seduced into producing games for the
expanded (and more importantly, au
machine, Still, the churls
ofthe comp
press said it was too little, too late and at
a cost.
Now the marketing strategy of Amstrad is
set to change all that. The spectrum Plus is
being off-loaded like aerials from a car boot
and the 128 has fallen to the price we said
it should have been all along, In fact, with a
probable revamping in time for Christmas
(built-in tape recorder and almost certainly
a joystick socket), it'sabout to become the
machine we wanted all along!
This is sure to create renewed interest
from the software houses, most of whom
would tell you — off the record naturally —
that even at the launch they didn't intend
to follow up their initial titles until they'd
seen how the machine was selling.
Bundling
Ocean were the lucky people to get their
product bundled with the micro, so there's
no avoiding Daley Thompson's Super Test
128 ог The Never Ending Story.

These

demonstrate the two most common traits of
conversigns ~ improved sound and the
avoidance of multi-loads! Both are highly
proficient, have nice music to make use of
the new sound chip and provide an
introduction to keyboard punishing arcade
games (was this a Sinclair ploy to write off
their new machines quickly?) and accessible
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adventuring for the newcomer to

computing. But for the already hardened
hacker they hold few thrills
Odin and related label Thor have a trio of
games in Nodes of Yesod, Arc of Yesod and

tobin of the Wood. The first two are in the
ade adventure mode though that's no
ng when they're as well done as this
128 means better music and added amusing
touches, like the mole belching once
eaten its way through the moon. The main
quibble is that Arcis really just mare of the
зате of Nodes. Robin а Sabre Ише
variation with some lovely medieval music.
would you really want to buy them if
you'd already got the 48K versions?

Mikro-Gen's Three Weeks in Paradiseand
Gargoyles Sueero's Whirled indicate
another possibility for programmers with all
that extra RAM to use. Wally Week has a
whole new area of Can Nibble Island to
explore, though unless you are careful you
may well miss the top secret sea-bed missile
base, This was generally reckoned to be the
best ofthe Wally games and certainly I'd
choose the expanded version any time.
of 3D
The same goes for Sweevo, a cl
madness, which gains an extra 80K of
lunacy with new levels for the fruit filled
world of wumpuses and geese. Blow me if
there aren't noses sprouting from the floor
now. Once again, the expansionofa quality
product has resulted in a tempting
purchase.
Improvements

The course of improving on program size
has also been followed by Martech with
Samantha Fox Strip Poker (and по, that
doesn't mean a bigger Sam, perish the
thought!) I've not actually seen this but
apparently it boasts yet more grainy
pictures of famed intellectual displaying her
most outstanding features. If you merely
want to gaze at these protuberance
advise purchasing a copy of The Scum.
However if you want a decent game of seven
card poker the program provides it — on the
Sam-less side which ispresumably the same
as the 48K version,
One game that has undeniably gained
from being reworked is Domark's gory
Roman ramble, Gladiator. In its original
version it was decidedly a caseof nice
graphics, shame about the game play. Now
not only have the backgrounds been added
to and the combatants generally tarted up
but the original clumsy control system has
been jetisonned. This means that you now
have a chance of stabbing your opponent in
the kidneys, chopping at his legs and
stabbing him through the adam’s apple. All
good clean fun for an ambitious slave!
Of more interest is The Planets, from
Martech, which calls for several loads in its
48K version.
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DISCOVERY
CRUSHES THE
COMPETITION
NOW
ONLY

£99.95 .

All this for only £99.95. And now there's even more!

яю FREE TRANS-EXPRESS UTILITY PROGRAM —
TRANSFERS YOUR FAVOURITE TAPE SOFTWARE TO DISC
# CHOICE OF DISCOVERY FOR THE 48K OR 128K SPECTRUM
яю FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY
3* COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL
3* OPUS DELIVERY PLEDGE

Arn amazing £99.95 Discovery deals a crushing blow to every
Spectrum disc drive system on the market. Now it's not just
the best equipped disc drive you can buy, it's also the cheapest
Choose Discovery and you'll find a system packed with brilliant features:
€ ЗУ," 250 K DISC DRIVE
® DOUBLE DENSITY DISC INTERFACE
© JOYSTICK INTERFACE
© PRINTER INTERFACE
© VIDEO MONITOR INTERFACE
© RAM DISC FACILITY
® BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY FOR DISCOVERY AND SPECTRUM.
© SIMPLE ONE-POINT CONNECTION

The Opus package is unbeatable value We guarantee you delivery within
72-hours of receiving your order and it's absolutely FREE.
To order your Discovery call the Opus Sales Hotline now on 0737 65080
or post the coupon. Dealer and Education enquiries welcomed, Special.
export rates available.

Fo: OpusSuppliesUnited, 55Orme Way,Hoimethorpe IndustralEstate,Redi Surrey.
1 messerushmethefollowing: (PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE)
| — — — — DISCOVERY unit(s)at£114.94
|

| tencose
аcheque for£.
| account withtheamount of€

Iwas].
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Disappointment concerning Technician
Ted from Hewson's. A good enough game in
its day it now looks long in the tooth and I
don't quite understand their reason for
adding to the size of this amiably daft
arcade adventure. Similarly, The Rocky
Horror Show from CRL has gained too little
to make such improvement on the original
It'sjusta slightly louder, three voice
version of The Time Warp.
Talking of music, 'm still to see the
bigger, better version of Melbourne House's
Music Box, which has lost its Wham tag
(that should double sales as people are no
longer scared off by the picture of the
deadly duo). Apparently it still retains its
odd system of notation but the sound is
much improved by the new chip and it's
one of the few programs to properly exploit
the machine.
We're also still waiting for Fairlight 128
from The Edge, who tell us that Swedish
programming ace Bo Jangeborg got quite
adding new passages and areas
е alternative methods of
‘There are several games here
for which bigger does mean
better, which is all very well,
but 1 still reckon you'd have to
be a double sized fan to
duplicate with double memory
versions if you are merely
upgrading. There is one
software house who have put
their faith in the machine to
such an extent that they've
developed an entirely original
game for it though. That
company is Mastertronic and
their title, retailing at only

sneak preview
indicated improved
music too, plus
some new skeleton
guards anda grisly
death mask that
appears when Isvar
loses his life - so
grisly, in fact, that

it's likely to be
removed from the
release version!
It's to be hoped
that Bo is now hard
at work on Fairlight
1I which is being designed specifically with
the 128 in mind. And on the subject of The
Edge, they're still promising us graph
package The Artist for the 128 with a host.
of features, plus word processor The Writer
which will also take advantage of the
expanded memory

£2.99 in the MAD range, is no cheapo
quickie

either.

Knight Tyme is a highly successful sequel
to animated graphics adventure,
Spellbound.

This time Magic Knight is cast

adrift on а spaceship and has to find his
way back to his own time with the help of
its various odd inmates. Once again the
brilliant windowing system has been used
for commands but the real advantage of the
incredsed memory size is the number of
locations.

Potential
At first it may all seem rather limited, but
that's only because nobody will listen to
you except two
droids and the ship's
computer. Solve the problem of gaining
some authority and you can command the
captain to fly you to the moon — or round
the galaxy, at least, in search of a solution
to your temporal tantrum.
So full marks to Mastertronic for
producing the first crucial 128 purchas
Others are sure to follow now the machine
is credibly priced and seems set at the low

0
ЬЬЬ

^

ааа.
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end of the Spectrum market (what will the
software houses make of the even bigger
version, rumoured to be on the way?). Until
then shell out a meagre £2.99 but spend
the rest of your money carefully until.
programs that properly address the RAM's
potential appear. 4
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beating our SpecDrum!
=

= 8 DIGITALLY RECORDED REAL DRUM SOUNDS:
+ SIMPLETOUSE UP AND RUNNING IN ONLY MINUTES,
* ATRUE DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

1 "REAL TIME" ORON SCREENPROGRAMMING
COMPLETE
WITHSOFTWARE
7 1EXTRA SOUNDS CAN BE LOADED FROM TAPE
fj, < COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL
THE MOST EXCITING PERIPHERAL EVER DEVELOPED
7Z/ `1 тст
rabie pae,
PROGRAMMED
"E
+ Fac
Tare SYNC
+ SONGS
CAN
ONFE
TAPE
+ POLYPHONIC
1EDUCATIONAL
свеатує
р
*sust
PLUGS
NTO
ba OST

DigitalDrum System
for the Spectrum

TROJAN
CAD-MASTER
THEULTIMATE

IN GRAPHICS TOOLS

SUPERB GRAPHICS SOFTWARI
PLUS
A TOP QUALITY LIGHT PEN
Discover the exciting world of creating your own

graphics on screen.

* FREEHAND DRAW - 5 pen thicknesses inc. Quills
* PAINT BRUSH - lor the artistic touch
ILLANYSHAPE - use 16 colours and 11 patterns
GEOMETRIC SHAPES
-circles, boxes, triangles, lines
& banding.
DYNAMIC RUBBER BANDING on all geometric options,
* PIN-POINT FUNCTION - forpixelaccuracy
onallfunctions.
Plus many more too numerous tomention in this ad. All these
features in the Program + a top quality Light Pen and an
Instruction booklet in onereasonably priced package. Easy to use
for creating colourfull pictures or technical drawings. Ideal loruse
by all ages of micro users. Full back-up servicefrom lle
manufacturers. Available at gooddealers or direct |р NLY

from Trojan Products.

Please state which Micro.

519.95

TROJAN

Micro Computer Software & Accessories
Send cheque/P O.lo.
TROJAN PRODUCTS (PCW1)
166, Dertwyn, Dunvant, Swansea SA2ТРЕ
Tet (0792) 205491
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
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WD Software
For the SINCLAIR QL:

JOSS £15 оп mdv ог 5%" fip, £17 оп 312" fip
Forget and
syntaxpresserrorsSPACE.
and mistyped
names
in Ме allows
commands!
move
cursor
Cursorkeys
or joystick
accossJust
to Up
to8a
стоків
andallhe discsyourinterfacewillhandie,with up 1o 160 los.
On‘Voreach,Monitor
Scroll modeprintbefore
directories,
COPY, DELETEа program.
or PRINT any
fla, select
LOADIng/RUNning
Usa keyboard
oniy tosetdateorlabel a medium. Easy to use with Palon ar other sofware.
No
sillyicons
to learn
— JOSS willtellyouwhat
doing! Mass
Copying
printing
utes
toolkitits Specify
dic zo, tracka
Sd interface
(CBT, Cumana,ond РОЙ programmer's
MicroFeripherais
or microdriv
oniy.
RefQL7 £11 on 2 mdvs or 1 374" fip,
54
For use with ARCHIVE2,cont
1300 useful
referenc
a search/print
program Find programs, a
V reviews buried
in indthe magazines
on
Your shoit! Cheap updates of
earlier edition
Мам extension cable (8) £5.50. Add ZX Microdrives to your OL
Joystick Adaptor
£4.99
For the QL, Spectrum (all), BBC & Electron:
WD Morse
ЕА cassette,
mdv orbeginning
51⁄4", £8to 18312".
Teach
yoursel Tutor
toread Morse
Code. From£6absolute
wordeminute.
Feedback
on
screen
or
printer
Random
lotere, phonetic
numbers or
mixed, 100random sentences, many helpful features include
Speech via Curran Micro-Speech (Spectrum). Discsunsuitable for BBC B+
For the Sinclair Spectrum (48/128k):
£8 cassette
16,000 word vocabulary, 3 to 10 letterslong.
WorDfinder3 £10 оп mdv or 5 Уд" disc, £12 on 3%",
18,000 word vocabulary, 3 to 12 letters long. Solves anagrams and
missing-letter words. Veryfastmachine code. Update WorDfinder1for £2.
im disc versions are Opus, TR (Beta) and SPO)
‘export hardware and third-party software. Ask for lists.
WorDfinder2

In
advance,
STERLING
orBritishbank
branches,
International
Postal
Orderin
or
ACCESS/MasterCard.
Add
£1 outside
Europe КиGiro,
AIRMAIL
trom:
WDSoftware (PCW), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, С.І.
Tel 0534 81392
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Ramball rampage!
JOHN MINSON PREVIEWS THE EDGE'S
TECHNICALLY STUNNING NEW
SPECTRUM GAME, BOBBY BEARING

here are still pleasant surprises to
had in the software industry. One of
those came the way of Tim Langdell of The
Edge recently in the shape of Fig. Fig is two
brothers, Trevor Figgins who does the
screen design and Robert who does the
programming and who literally walked in
off the street with a cassette
‘I'm not very good at writing code,” he
explained to Langdell. What appeared on
the screen gave the lie to that statement
immediately. Prior to this Fig had made
some contributions to 16/48 tape magazine
but though the graphics had been great
they were lacking in game play. But though
this was his first real game, Robert Figgins
had done things that Tim Langdell had
previously thought impossible. So impressed
was he that he consulted Fairlight
programmer Bo Jangeborg, who also
marvelled at the techniques employed.
Robert hadn't realised that you weren't.
supposed to be able to do certain things and had just gone ahead and done them!
The game in question is available at the
end of May and goes by the name of Bobby
Bearing. If that suggests a Marble Madness
style program, you wouldn't be far wrong
which means it's entering an increasingly
competitive market with the likes of
Quazatron and Spindizzy. But, Bobby
Bearing has enough features that are
unique and endearing to turn it into
something special
The first of these is none other than
spherical hero Robert Bearing Esq. He'
hardly your standard bland ball as he's got
an expressive face which registers pain
when you allow him to bump off a cliff
He's also an example of ingenious
programming. While circular objects їп
previous games of the type have had to be
held in the micro's memory as cubes, Fig
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has found a way of creating a true sphere
‘This means that you can roll Bobby
through a circular hole with only a pixel's
clearance on any sidel
The landscape too is a masterpiece of
programmed paving with some
fiendish gradients and indentations which
make it more like a pin ball machine at
times. The speed of Bobby's rolling progress
round the curves is impressively smooth.
Normally you'd avoid getting crushed below
the falling blocks but allow yourself the
masochistic luxury just once so that you
can admire the animation which allows
Bobby to be squashed and note that the
higher the hammer, the flatter our
hero gets!
So to the plot
Bobby's family has
been kidnapped
(balinapped?) by the
evil bearing
muggers who you'll
recognise from their
sharpened teeth. He
has to locate and
rescue his brothers
then when the
fraternal task's
complete he goes
for the hardest part,
to retrieve his
cousin. This is a
quest that only a
Ramball could
complete.

His mission is made dangerous not only
by the evil balls who have various levels of
intelligence, some being clever enough to
t to push Bobby off a ledge as he
rolls by, but also by crushers, magnets and
air-ducts, These
last mentioned cause course
problems when it comes to keeping to the
straight and narrow though they can also
be beneficial because some are linked to
switches and if you manipulate them
correctly they will help you on your way.
Once a sibling has been located Bobby
has to push him back to safety, and if you
thought dodging all those hazards was bad
enough alone, you wait till you've got the
added burden of a brother to propel past
the traps. Naturally momentum has been
included to make it all especially nasty.
There are 150 screens of this, which flip.
smoothly as Bobby moves across them, and
the price has been set at a bargain £7.95.
This is £2 cheaper than standard Edge price
and has been done, Tim Langdell explains,
because of his faith in the program's sales
potential. Going by my preview, I can only
agree. Bobby Bearing is certainly more than
just another load of old balls!@
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Introducing *Curvispace 3D”!
Experience the 3D arcade game you've all been waiting for from the producers

of the award winning “Fairlight”

Nominated for the Worst Vegetable Movie of all Time"

Squash 'em or be squashed
€, Based on one of those all-

lime lows in the world of movie

making

that

were

actually

nominated for a Golden Turkey
Award, the Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes squelches on to your

screens

courtesy

of Global

Osan you have to do is to help
Wimp keep the Pizza Parlours
well supplied with purée while
attempting to hammer the reds
before they can do the same to
you.

@ Sounds absolutely kiling,
doesn't it?
Byes a bit of a sauce, really.
There's Wimp Plasbott, working Ф, ви can you stand the sight
away in the PuraTom (tm) of rivers running red? And have
processing || plant, | when you got the bottle for it?
suddenly, several hundred killer
tomatoes turn on you.
e$ If you haven't, hard squish!
Software

€, Rotten, aren't they?

Available for: Spectrum 48K, all
Amstrad CPC machines and all

MSX 64K machines

asc

Available through all
good dealers
Send cheques & P.0.'s

ez.
POBox67 London S
Tel:01-228 1360

11185

9 What is the main use of your computer
(tick one only)?

Programming
O
Word processing
[
Graphics
a
Other (please specify)...

Games
Communications

D
Г

Music

L

3

10 Do you progam in any of the following
languages?

Basic
Pascal
Logo

С
Other (please specify)

Я

]
)

Machine Code
Forth
Lisp

С
б

Fortran

Buy every week
п
Buy once a month ог
less
[

12 Do any other people read your copy of
Popular Computing Weekly?
None

1

19

3-5

]

More than 5

г

13 What is your main reason for buying
Popular Computing Weekly
(tick one only)?

News
Other software reviews
Arcade Action
Programming features

з)
O
1
1

Games reviews

L

Adventure Corner

Г

Hardware reviews
Advertisements

14 Please rate the following features according to whether you would like more,
about the same or less coverage.
=8a
News

ing subjects?
Notatall

Somewhat

Very

interested

interested

interested

п
п
a

п

Computer books
Computer languages
DIY hardware projects

п
о

)

]
]

Computers in business

]

1

Computers in education
New technology
(eg CD-Roms)

1
]

1
1

L

11 How often, on average, do you buy
Popular Computing Weekly?

Subscriber
О
Buy every other week [

15 How interested are you in the follow-

Same

Less

п

а

16 Which of the following magazines do
you buy regularly?

Crash
Your Sinclair
Sinclair User
ZX Computing
Zzap 64
Your Commodore
Commodore User
Commodore Computing International

1
|
1

Amtix

1

Amstrad Action
Amstrad Computer User
Computing with the Amstrad
Atari User
QL World/QL User
Personal Computer World
Your Computer
Byte
Other (please specify)

]
|

1
1
1
]

17 Please give one way in which you
think Popular Computing Weekly could
be improved.

New Products
Letters

Competitions

Hardware reviews
Games reviews
Other software reviews
Arcade Action
Adventure Corner
Programming features
New Releases
Communications
Peek & Роке
Bytes & Pieces
Games charts
Computer Swap
Advertisements
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Evesha
UTILITY
тре

res’
efr

SPECIALISTS

(these prices I
OPUS DISCOVERY

МРЗ printer
пе
dico Doa oec
элй riso
DODO MSS
d

ыы! solent Ме
а ОЮ

3
S&/DO 28%

packs опе
DS/DD £3995
CS (sult Amstrad)
BOX OF TEN
$3000
STAR мило
New high specification printerjust re.
leased. All the usual features

ridgeslor£39.00.
OUR PRICE: ONLY £269.00
SSS,
(state which cartridge required

а

ONLY £179.95
Price includes Centronics lead to suit your micro.
Or 16 suit Spectrum with Kempston "E" Interface
£199.

MICRO P.MP165

Р

PROGRAMMERS

р

зн
switch or software

REQUIRED

selecta
EPSON compatible (iteven uses an EPSON ribbon)
rint in standard PICA 80 column mode or a
of others from enlarged 40
column mode to

TO SEND YOUR BEST
GAMES PROGRAM

T

brieInclusivecf printer leadЧоsuit BBC, Amstrad.

pomum

demum,

ПОASSESSMENT,
ALE HAS EOR OUTRIGHT
IMMEDIATE

£269.00

All prices Include P&P and VAT. Send cheque, Postal

PURCHASE

Бусы
аны кы CIA
send price as advertised. Outside Europe £2.00 for air-

OR

ROYALTY

ALL MACHINES

Order or Credit Card No. Credit Card orders

ARRANGEMENTS

FOR

mall. Mall order to Evesham Shop please.

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
EVESHAM MICROS
ا

د

WORCESTERSHI
Те

ی

038641989

кз
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MICRO CENTRE
6571 EROHSREP ,DAOR

COTTERIDGE, BIRMINGHAM.
Tel: 021-458 4564.

|

Кошар И
Alpha Software
^
g's Yard Carpenter's Road

London

же
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Programming:

QL

MAZE
by Dilwyn Jones

ESC - | give up...get me out ol ly slow due to the use of fil, so leave out
these commands il you want to speed it up
here ...(ie, Quit)
When you eventually find the exit, the a
little.
There is no limit to the size of the maze
routine and a MAP routine. The object of program tells you how long it took and
the game is to find your way through the asks if you want another game, The size of except available memory and how long
maze in as short a time as possible. At any the maze is set from two to ten across or you're prepared to wait for a maze to be
lime you may ask for a map of the maze if down at random and is different for every generated — remember that a ten by ten
you lose your way, but this wastes valu- game (random number generator permit- maze will take more than twice as long ав
five by five maze
ting). The maze creation routine may take a
able seconds! The controls are:
several seconds to make the maze, in
И anyone would like copies of both
N - move or turn to face North
‘common with other routines of this type.
E- move or turn to face East
programs, send £2.50 plus a formatted
The view you are given is a 3D perspec- microdrive cartridge/floppy disc (54" or
S - move or turn to face South
tive effect, looking down the corridor, with 34") to: Dilwyn Jones, 4 The Crescent,
М - move or turn to face West
‘openings shown as appropriate. It's slight- Bangor, Gwynedd 1157 2AA.
M — Нер!!! need a тарі!
'ollowing on Irom last week this secЕе
game using both the Make А Maze

100 REMark 3D Maze using maze generator
and mapper
118 REMark by Dilwyn Jones, February 198
b
120
130
rogram
RND(2 TO 1@):down=RND(2 TD 1
150 РАІМТФӘ, "РІ, ie wait-designing a ';
р'м'рабмор" mare rMAKE А MAZErxein
xtysinyidirecs=
148 DISPLAY: BEEP 2000,20: tme=DATE
170 REPeat play game
180
198
kay$=INKEY$(-1) saction=keys INSTR
U neswn "EUCHRE (279)
280
IF action?® THEN EXIT loop
210 END REPeat loop
220
IF actione& THEN CLSWB:PRINT4O,
“Qu
it-'p:EXIT play gama
258 | IF keyteedirec$ THEN
IF ysouty AND x-cutx AND direcs="
240
е" THEN CLSW@:PRINTH®,
‘Out of ti
n ';DATE-tme! ‘seconds \\:ЕХІТ play game
258
SELect ON action
*I:IF y>1 AND (naze(y t=! T
260
y=y-1:DISPLAY:ELSE OUCH_NO_EXIT 1
HEN
=21IF «across AND (naze (y,xми?
27а
NO EXIT
)=2 THEN xex*1:DISPLAY:ELGE OUCH
2
280
«ЗІЇЕ y<down AND (вахекуук)
вав)=
4 THEN yey+i:DISPLAYSELSE DUCH
NO EXIT 4
290
=411Ғ кої AND (пахе(у,х)
№8) =В Т
HEN x=x-1:DISPLAY:ELSE DUCH
NO EXIT B
300
END SELoct
sie ELSE
X20
SELect ON action
зза
si:direct='n*
540
=2:direcs='e"
зза
sSrdirect="s'
340
=A:direct="w"
378
TStMAP MAZEPRINTEO,
"Press any k
ey to continue... ":IF INKEYS(-1)"CHR4
(27
) THEN CLSW:PRINTAO, '"Quit-';:EXIT різу
gane
380
END SELect
390 || DISPLAY
400 END IF
410 END REPeat play game
420 PRINT#®, "Would you like another gam
P
45a IF INKEYS(-1)=='n" THEN EXIT progra
m
448 сїв:сїзөа
аза END REPeat program
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458 STOP
478 DEFine PROCedure DISPLAY
480 IF direct m^ THEN NORTH
A98 IF direcs-'e" THEN EAST
508 IF direct="s* THEN SOUTH
519 IF direcs w’ THEN WEST
528 END DEFine DISPLAY
530 DEFine PROCedure NORTH
sae CLS:CLSW@:PRINTWO, ‘Going northwards
550 setvars
550 REPeat loop
S70 CELL 8,2
М1) 90 OR noyel T
588 IF (m (поу „пох?
MEN EXIT loop
598 | noy-nov-i
se END REPeat loop
&18 IF (mare(noy,nox)
bl) THEN WALLEX
ITiELSE OPENEXIT
620 END DEFina NORTH
630 DEFine PROCedure EAST
648 CLSsCLSW@sPRINTWO, ‘Boing eastward
25
450 SETVARS
66@ REPeat loop
678 CELL 1,4
IF (mareinoy,nox)42)-0 OR nowsacr
bse
oss THEN EXIT loop
698 | noxenoxel
700 END REPeat loop
718 IF (ваге(поу,похуват)єй THEN WALLEX
1T:ELSE ОРЕМЕХІТ
720 END DEFine EAST
730 DEFine PROCedure SOUTH
740 CLS: CLSWO:PRINT#O, ‘Going southwards
SETVARS
REPeat 100p
CELL 2,8
IF (maze (поу,пох)
024)=2 OR noy=dow
788
р THEN EXIT loop
798 | noysnay*i
300 END REPeat ісор
24) =0 THEN WALLEX
aie IF (таге (поузпок)
IT:ELSE ОРЕМЕХІТ
822 END DEFine SOUTH
asa DEFine PROCedure WEST
вла CLE: CLS#@:PRINTHA, ‘Going westwards.
5
850
ese
870
ТЕ (maze (noy;nox)&&8)=@ OR nox=1 T
вво
НЕМ EXIT loop
898 | nox-nox-i
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900 END REPeat loop
918 IF (maze(noy,nox)&2@)=8 THEN МАШ ЕХ
IT:ELSE ОРЕМЕХІТ
928 END DEFine WEST
930 DEFine PROCedure SETVARS
9408 пох=х:псутугяххтд:гх=280:ууу=@
958 yinc-9ixinc-20:ht-108: shrink=1.25
960 END DEFine SETVARS
970 DEFine PROCedure CELL (1,7)
980 yyeyyy*yincixxexxxexincirxxerx-xinc
rhhteht-yinc-yinc
998 IF (maze(noy,nox)&&l)=1 THEN LSIDEO
PEN:ELSE LSTDEWALL
1000 IF (тазе(поу,пок)
иг)=г THEN RSIDE
OPEN:ELSE RSIDEWALL
1010 exxeKxErK=rnet yyyeyytht=hhtsyinesy
ine/shrinksxinc=xine/shrink
1020 END DEFine CELL
1038 DEFine PROCedure LSIDEOPEN
1048 INK S:FILL 1:LINE xxx,yy ТО ххзуу
TO xx,yy*hht TO jx yyehht. ТО кихууу:
Lo
1050 END DEFine LSIDEOPEN
1050 DEFine PROCedure LSIDEWALL
1070 INK L:FILL {LINE хихрууу TO хкзуу
TO xx,yy*hht. ТО xxxyyyyent TO xxx yyysF
ILL @
1080 END DEFine LSIDEWALL
109@ DEFine PROCedure RSIDEOPEN
1100 INK S:FILL HILINE rxyyy TO гкхруу
TO rix yyshht. ТО rx,yythht ТО rx,yyrFILL.
е
1110 END DEFine RSIDEOPEN
1120 DEFine PROCedure RSIDEWALL
1130 INK FILL 1:LINE rx,yyy ТО гаку
TO гих yyythht ТО rxsyyy*ht ТО rx,yyyeFI
ца
1140 END DEFine RSIDEWALL
1180 DEFine PROCedure ОРЕМЕХІТ
1188 ІМК Z:LINE xxx yy TO rx, yvy ТО rx
„УУУ+ВЕ TO xx yyytht TO кхизууу
117@ END DEFine OPENEXIT
1180 DEFine PROCedure WALLEXIT
1198 INK S,S,S:FILL 1:01МЕ xxx.vyy TO r
х,ууу ТО гх,ууу*ҺЕ TO jon, yyytht TO ких,
yyyiFILL Ø
1200 END DEFine WALLEXIT
1210 DEFine PROCedure QUCH.NO EXIT (di)
1220 1F (mazety,x)bhdi)mdi THEN
1230 BEEP 1900.25:PRINTWO,
V'« NO EXIT
THAT WAY «':PRUSE 10:ВЕЕР 1020,50
1240 ELSE
1250 BEEP 1000,5@:PRINT#O,\"##* OUCH!
— A Wall!
ewe"
1260 END IF
1270 END DEFina ОЦСНОМО EXIT
1200 DEFine PROCedure MAP MAZE
1290 CLS:CLSWa
1300 FOR dnel TO down*irBLOCK 14#across
42,1,14, 118dn,7.
1310’ FOR ac=i ТО across+1:BLOCK 2,11«do
wn*i,aceia 11,7
1320' FOR бп=1 TD down
1330 FOR асті TO across
1340
IF (maze(dn,ac)&&2)=2 THEN BLOCK
2,10,148
(acti) ,Llednel,8
1380 ' IF (пәғе(ап,ас)
144)=4 THEN BLOCK
12,1, 140ac*2,
11#(dn*1) 0
1348 ' END FOR ac
1370 END FOR dn
1380 BLOCK 2,1 14,11winye1,@
1598 BLOCK 2,1 14% (across¢l) 1«outyst
в
1400 ІМК S:CURSOR 2,1leinyeisPRINT CHRS
(189)
1410 CURSOR 14« (across+1)+2,11#outy+i:P
RINT CHR$(189)
1420 PAPER 2: INK 7:CURSOR 14*х+2,11*у+1
1430 IF direct--'n' THEN PRINT CHRS(190
›
THEN PRINT CHR (189
1440 IF direcs--"
П
1450 IF direcs== " THEN PRINT CHR&(191
3
1450 IF direcs--'w' THEN PRINT CHR$(188
3
1470 PAPER В
1488 ЕМО DEFine МАР MAZE
28/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

Going northuard.

1498 DEFine PROCedure MAKE
A MAE
1800 DIM mareidcwn*!,acrcas*l)
1518 inxelrinyeRND(i TO down)
1820 xsinx
1538 maze(y,x)=maze(y,H)
1132.
1848 outy-RND(1 TO down} soutx
1558 FOR ace! TO acrossimaze(@,ac)=32:m
aze (дошу+1,ас)
=32
1560 FOR dn=i TO донт:таге(dn,
2)=32: ma:
стов +1) «52
maze(iny,inx) =mazeCiny,inx) 118.
таге (outy,cutx)
smaze (cuty yout) 112
REPeat cuter
1608
IF (maze(y,x*1)5948)OB AND (maze
(y,x71)8548)OB.AND (maze (y+1 x) 6548) OD
AND (eazety-i,x)Lb4B)
<>® THEN
1610 ^ maze(y,x)=
(maze (y, X) 56259) 1132
1628
IF (mare(y-1,X)&&20)
920 THEN уну
-11МЕХТ outer
1630 — IF (maze(y,x*1)kk24)
=24 THEN хех
*11NEXT outer
1640
ІБ (mazeiyel,x)b&17)17 THEN yay
*I:NEXT outer
1650
IF (mare(y,x-1)&&18)
18 THEN хех
-11МЕХТ outer
1660
ЕХІТ outer
1670 END IF
1480 | REPeat inner
1698
гапа no-RND(O TO 9)
1780 | newxexeirand
no-8 OR rand поті)(rand nowS OR rand пат)
1718 ^ newysy*irand
no-2 OR rand no»5 0
R rand пота)(гама no-7 OR rand no-B OR
rand na-9)
1720
IF (maze (newy,newx)&&40)=@ THEN
EXIT inner
1750 | END REPeat inner
1740 | maze(newy,newx) "maze (пему neni)!
16
1750
SELect ON rand ло
1780 — -7,8,9:mare(y,x)
maze (yx) i tizma
зе (пену упенх) зпахе (пану ,пенх) 114
1770 — =D, Lrmaze(y,x)=maze(y,x) 1{2emaze
(newy news) =maze (newy new) 118
1780 ` =2,3,4:maze(y,x)=maze(y,x)
114:та
ze (пену news) =maze (nowy new) 111
1798 — "-S,é:maze
(yx)“maze (yix11
(newy ,newx) =таге (newy news) 112
1980 | END SELect
1818 | x-newkiyenewy
1820 END REPeat outer
1838 maze(outy,cutx)"
(maze(ошбу, сцёк) bl
259) 1152
1842 END DEFine MAKE
A MAZE
1850 DEFine PROCedure INIT
186 MODE &
1878 WINDOW 512,25¢,0,0:PAPER B:CLS
1880 WINDOM 456,164,28,14:BORDER 2,4:IN
К 7:018
1698 WINDOW#2; 456,54,28, 183: BORDERMO; 2,
&iPRPERIO;
O:1МК®@; 7:ССОО
1908 END DEFine INIT
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Programming:
1010011011215

Spectrum

DATA ENTRY
by Tony Dexter

ne activity that is common

to al-

most all data processing is the

need to enter, display and update
or correct
Basic one
prompting
а line such

records. To do this in Sinclair
can use the obvious method о!
for each item of data in turn with
аз:

10 INPUT "Type the tters of your МАМЕ, then Press.
ENTER":
You then follow with some form ot error

checking routine. There are disadvan- Data entries,
tages with this method, since errors. 7) The Data saved is displayed when entry
realised after the Enter key has been and editing is completed.
pressed, cannot be corrected. It is also 8) Data may be re-displayed and the prodifficult to know just where you are unless gram put in Edit mode to allow minor
previous entries are displayed
corrections and updating to take place.
А more desirable method would display
The listing should prove simple to folall data prompts and the associated fields low, and is well peppered with Rem stateоп the screen at the same time. Editing ments to explain the various phases. It
would be possible for any of the fields, at should be noted that the layout of the
any time
screen and the number and lengths of data
This program shows that friendly input strings may be altered.
can be achieved on the Spectrum, and it is
For the sake of illustration it has been
intended that this program could form a assumed that this routine is part of a
party of any larger program where multi program which requires the entry of
ple data entry is required. It provides the Names, Address and Date of Birth, Obvifollowing features:
‘ously this could be any other information:
1) All Input fields are displayed on the Club Membership Records; Customer
screen, together with prompts and Sales Details, etc.
instructions.
For editing and error trapping reasons
2) When Enter is pressed the cursor skips all entry is by String$ Input and numbers
to the start of the next field.
are entered as numerical characters. If
3) Any Data in any field may be altered, your program required numerical proeither at the time of entry, or after all fields cessing then the relevant string$ can easihave been filled.
ly be transferred to numeric variables or to
4) Editing employs the cursor keys for а numeric array by means of the VAL
speedy alteration
function.
5) Overtyping, Backspace, Delete and
Although this program has been written
Space are permitted,
specifically for the Spectrum, itcan readily
6) The program protects against over-long be adapted by users of other machines.

We AFRIDI Та КМУ
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ans
38PRESSED 1)SEEIF И 18 HEEMEA VEN
Ne ont йа юз
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1o;

ин ат
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BANKING
by Richard Tanner
Т= program is designed to help you
keep track of your bank or building
society account, on the C128 in 80

and 80c1m. Also the character
зе! is sel to lower.
Opens a disc file, reads all of

150-220

column mode.

the previous data and puts it

Type in the program as shown making

‘sure that you are in Business (lower case)

into arrays.

240-430

Prints up the menu,

mode. The REMs should be typed in exact-

selection

ly as they are, otherwise, as | have found
out, the C128 seems to corrupt the

line.

440-520

Saves all the bank data to a

sequential file BANKFILE.
Inputs data into the bank for
crediting.

620-680

Inputs data
debiting.

this creates an empty sequential file from

700-730

Prints the up to date balance.

which the program can read when it boots.

750-990

Prints a statement

This

1010-1220
sets

up

the

screen

in

10 ren "BANKING"
"BY R
ARO TANNER 1.2.56”
"FOR THE C126 IN босі MODE WITH DISK
SCREEN AND COLORS”
;i:color 6,2:color 5,

Receipts
Withdrs
Purpose of transaction
Ëz

pe

SS

ctype

ME

in

name.

own

ACCOUNT NA

у

seh ca ө eae Кейде
ites
Е
ес
ex$
170 dimd&(ct*100),mi(cte100),MO(Ct4100),
a
уен
еа
=
3
Vis Ж йуз
ч
тоса),ех#Са›
dC), ті Cay
inputwi,
200
(cte100)

4

220 dcloseuwi
O rem “PRINT MENU AND GET SELECTION"

260
78
258
230

учи «hen print f$
for а:
read aš
phint:printa;". “jas
next

300 data

©
0
930
340
0

"Save

The

Data

So Far",

"Input

Some

Money", "Take Qut some Money", "Check On
, "Output
Balance", "Print а Stat
Statement to Printer
print
an option =;
print
чекке
then goto 330:21==
if as
goto
print"Fault In Program Please Check It

З0/РОРШАЯCOMPUTING WEEKLY

Prints a statement
occurrences

black and white (reversed)

ACCOUNT NO. (type in oun no.

for

of all the

the screen.

Program Notes
50-130

into the bank

occurrences in the account to

updated it.

س

to the

has saved type СОТО 240. When the menu
appears select "1 (save the data so far)

Don't forget to save the data after you have

120 print

takes the

jumps

required subroutine.

When you have finished typing in the.
program insert a formatted disc, save the —540-600
program with Dsave banking. When that

Balance
110 print"

and

of all the

in the account to

the printer (set as device 4).

Out" :end
360

370

360
320
400
410
420
430
440
458
460
470
488
490

gosub

then gosub 440

then
then
" then
then
then

gosub
gosub
gosub
gosub

s30
610
690
740
1000

SAVE FILE TO DISK“
dopenal, "Gbankf ile",dO,u8,w
printel,ce
printsi, am
for aei to ct
prints!,d&Ca); cri; mica); crs;moca);crs;

m

©kb

950

t

кона

HONEY INTO FILE"
$30 ген "IMPUT
neue SOMEinst Date nas The Honey rut
ЫЫ
“аз
print:input"How Much Did You Put In "im
es
наві з черн, пров
ріїлегреіп
S70
580 print:input"Is This OK "jb
590 if ac y" and рас nyes" then window
Prin

input"Whenre

Did

Money

The

Come

From

9,2,73,22,1:90t0 540
600 let ctect4l:ameamen:d$(ct
=a
(ct jafs window 0,2,75,22,1:recurn
610 rem "ТАКЕ SOME MONEY FROM THE FILE"
620 print :input "hat Date Маз The Money Taken
Out “jak
630 erint-ineut"How Much Did You Take Out "
640 print input"Why Did You Take It Out ",f$
650 print:printa$;"

. -";mj"

»

"jf$

Р
G50 peint:inputsIs This UK j£
ӨЕ
PRSE eee
Pre mi Но
Сеара
79,22, 1:goto 620
let Chactel :am=am—mids(ct cat: noCct Jen ERS
(ct SFE: window 0,2,79,22,1: return
"CHECK ON THE SALANCE"
690 rem
700 print"Balance Enquiry"
710 print"You Have &";ам," 1n your Account”
720 чєккеу af
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' tuen
ren “PRINT Я STATEMENT TO THE SCREEN"
мука
o

for ael to ct
if mi(a)20 then
if моса?>@ then
if len(d&ca)Xx& then dicajsdicae"

810
820

":goto 500
"разса),"| є "j
print;"|
11 mids
? print"

»

4
=. Җи

print

usi

инна, uut Ma

print "ре",
if WoCa%=@ then print"

"jieise goto

0
ко
print
print
Print

590
v
пина, mu";
" | £ м;
using"sssw,
ия" му
(a);
if co19 then getkes
print"! ,

1008

return
» MPRI MT Я STATEMENT TO THE PRINTER

1910

1020

1070
1060.
1050
1100

C128

sipes

уся
17
-моса›
if
d$ (808 then dş(a ads(a 4"
":9oto 1030
printmá,"| “jds(a)i"|
if пазед
then printas,

ing"sasm.
aa" mi (a)
LR
then printed,"
эк

turn
rem "THE BIT ORAWS THE WINDOW"
window 0,2,79,22,1

printad мезпачивив.
аа" mo Ca);
ә printad
pax
printas, Using" ease, ми"
+,
;ex$ca»
aosub

$60:retu

TOOLBOX
by Paul Murray

ust when you thought И was safe to go
J back to the keyboard...
Those of
you who were trying to get Paul
Murray's Error Toolbox command to work
64163
64168
btt
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trom the code published in Vol 5 No 18 will
find the listing below of great interest.
Yes - it's the real code, not the series of
random numbers previously printed, that

by amazing coincidence bore a striking
resemblance to the Header code shown
the week before.
Our apologies.

42
50
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Programming: Bytes & Pieces
Handy Hints
on Amstrad
by KH

Denham

Here are two short but handy tips for the
Amstrad computers.

10
20

ON
IF

ERROR GOTO 50: DISC
"NO
THEN PRINT
ТАРЕЗІ

SE
50

PRINT
END

The first establishes whether or nota | SQ IF ERL-1Q0 THEN
disc drive is attached to a CPC464, which
can be used to determine the type of file. | ERROR GOTO ®
handling facilities to be offered and wheth-

10

MEMORY

TAPE=

which makes a test for whether or nota |
printer is on-line. This is very useful since |
attached
isprinter
Wtno printer
uses tostrany attempt
the
to the
computer to "hang". Using this routine а |
program can check for the presence of a

printer before printing and can produce a

XS)

:RESUME

routine

39999:rem

er or not instructions for operating the | пу suitable address
cassete
controls tz
need to be dis20 FOR X=1 TO 13:READ
dul
e recorder
The second is à machine code routine

DISC

EL

ATTACHED"

ATTACHED"

"DISC

ON

loaded

to

be

can

ХФ:РОКЕ

NEXT:ELSE

a

39999+X,val ("&"+

: NEXT

3® DATA CD,2B,BD,D0,DD,6£,00,DD,66,01,36,01,C7
,@a7
40 a%=@:CALL 40000
INT Sprinter ло onc пвавр
|OSOCIFIRXSOUTHENIPR
а
м
SE PRINT Printa ОК
60 END

Suitable warning message if necessary.

Flash Load
on CBM 64
by DW Light

Flash Load is designed to boot your own
programs from tape and produce flashing
bands of colour during loading.
Run-Stop and Run-Stop/Restore are
both disabled and List is scrambled giving
some measure of program protection.
To use, type in Lines 3-35 and save at
the beginning of a blank tape. Now load
your own program. When loaded, add line:
0 SYS 49183 (this turns off the flashing
colours and also allows your program to
poke M/Code routines into SC000 (49152)
upwards, if required).
Finally, resave your program immediately after the ‘Flash Load’ program. Rewind the tape, pressing Shitt/Run Stop will
load and run ‘Flash Load’ which in turn will
load and auto-run the next program.

Circle Routine

on Spectrum
by P| Berry

As the Sinclair circle routine is so slow,
inaccurate and cannot draw circles only

partly on the screen, | have developed my

rnm
It is approximately twenty times faster
than the built-in function, draws perfect
circles and it can cope with plotting partly
off the screen
The routine is set up using the Def Fn.
with the start address о! the code located
at 23296. The program is called by FNC
with three parameters(x,y, radius). Lines
1-5 set up the routine by poking data into

Su

the printer buffer. Lines 55-9 are a short
demo-aseries of circles are drawn, but

the plotting can be skewed left or right

using keys O and P.
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DUTINE ALTERS
LOCATED RT
PERDE ROMANE. С Dn
4
ТА ERROR" SINP
22,141,041. 002.169, 131

& REM

by

7 REM

10 FOR

223296

20 READ a
30 РОКЕ

f.a

40

+

З
50
SS
60
70
80
Aas

NEXT

P.BERRY
TO 25296+72

DEF FN cO yr) =USR7 23296
LET х=127
FOR rel TO 87 STEP 1.2
) - GNKEYS-"o")
х=н+ CINKEYS:
LET
LET
FN c(x,87,INT г)
МЕЛТ
ы:
11,92,
221,110.49,
221, 102
14, 0,80, 203,58, 213, 205, 38,
.145,87,48,4, 122, 128,87, 8,1

20,185,2:49; 257,201,205,41,91, ЗЕ eemтз,20
5,47, 91, 120,237, 68, 71,125, 129,212, 59, 91,

25, 145, 216,197.79, 2297, 124,128, A aa 17
0,223, 34,225, 193, 01
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Time is of the essence
Chris Jenkins does battle with renegade time lords in the
new package from Microdeal
1 you've seen three or four avid players. time gate. Simply move your bandit into it of difficulty, and all ol which you must
defeat before reaching The End. Goodness
huddled around a large cabinet game in and he will be transported into a maze.
the arcades recently, chances are | You might have seen many games knows how long it would take!
they've | been
playing
Gauntlet which resemble the maze sections, but
Microdeal's Time Bandit is of the same попе with this much imagination and
эмем
TTMELATEA
JCURNEL эмем
style and a very impressive package for detail
Your bandit moves Ihrough deserts, forthe powerful Atari 520ST
"ТЕА
The ST facilities of large memory, fast ests, ghost towns, starships and various
атус'у саек
detailed graphics manipulation and great mysterious blacknesses, firing rockets at a
colour are all used to excellent effect in host of enemies - snakes, spiders, lizards,
Time Bandit — so much so that the game lions, aliens, roving eyes and spooks.
DARKITDE Di
In many of the mazes there are ladders
doesn't support mono monitors.
EXCALIBUR
which
transport
you
to
other
levels.
and
М it's scenario you want, Time Bandit
UTE
transporter
discs
to
skip
to
other
locations.
has it aplenty. Writers Bill Dunlevy and
Harry Latnear of MichTron USA are obvi- In most, there are keys which have to be
сйгаг: си
event tae
PRESS FIRE BUTTON TO ЕХ
The best thing about Time Bandit is that
it sends up many of the arcade and adventure games it purports to imitate. There's a
Pac-Man section set in a 2-D maze, one
part is set on the Starship Enterprise, and
somewhere in there is a hidden Space
Invaders game!
Another good feature is the two-player
mode, in which there are two screen
displays (in the same time gate), The two
bandits can either work together, or shoot
it out between them. The first to die becomes a shadow, which can help or hinder
the remaining bandit, shoot creatures and
steal treasure, although the score will not
advance.
There's also a text adventure section, in
which you have to make the correct verbnoun responses in order to find the treasure and escape.
The authors of this program have obviсаз

CALIMEEN

GARD

ously D & D fans; the accompanying booklet includes a verse worthy of the legendary William McGonagall ("The Lords of
Time did not interfere /Atraid that ghastly
effects would appear") and an explanatory
storyline
The guardians, renegade time lords who
have used the fabled time gates for their
own ends, have hidden their treasure in
mazes spread throughout Ihe time zones.
The creators, inventors of the time gates,
want you to retrieve these treasures, and
have offered you mucho cash to do so.
The first screen allows you to select one
or two player mode, keyboard or joysticks,
and to examine the high-score records
which are saved to disc.
You can also watch a helpful demo
before you begin, although it's much more
fun if you leave everything a mystery!
Each leg of the adventure begins from а
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

PRESS SPACLDAR. ..
found in order to get through locked doors,
and treasures which give you bonus points
on collection.
Look out, too, for scrolls which can give
you clues to mystery bonuses. You can
leave a maze at any time (if you can find
your way to the exit!) but it won't be
finished until you have found all the
treasures.
There are also one-way doors which will
only allow you to pass in a certain direc:
tion, so some map-making may be
necessary.
Since you can't hope to out-run or outshoot all the baddies, you must go for life
bonuses (for every 1000 points). Remember that if you act in a heroic manner,
moving quickly and shooting fast, you will
earn a higher Manner rating.
Incredible though it may seem, there are
16 time gates, each of which has 16 levels

IK SEARCH OF THE KING'S CROWS
GOOD KING судак, KNOWS [CR NIS
CM, TRUTH AXD
BEAUTY, NAS BEEN
ACBBLb CI Wis MOST PRECIOUS PESSES ICN:
TIE CROWN сү THE UNIVERSE, THE RUTHLESS
WARLOCK DIFFEG, RNCKK [CR N15 UGLY
COMPLENTIY, MCLOS THE CROWS FOR RXSON
THE KING CRN NEVER SUBMIT те DTITLC
ASD THEREFORE OFFERS 1, сос CUBTIS [CR
TI'S RETURN. THE KING WARNS, NOKENER,
CF THE kRRLCCh'& DRNGERCUS ATRCKGNCLD:
XU MUST ENDURE THE BERDLY CRYPTS, THE
MERNDLRTNG MAZE, THE GUARDIAS GLOVES
159 THE SPIRTI CHAMBER TC SUCCEED 1%
ALCCWLATNG
THE CROWN Сү THE UNTHERS
ЄСВ LUCK!
YOUR TESK 15 BEFORE FEL

ously had fun writing it; don't deny yourself
the fun of playing it!
Time Bandit isavailable trom Microdeal,
at 41 Truro Road, St Austell, Cornwall
(0726 68020), licensed from MichTron in
the US. It costs £29.95, but, beware, it will
only work on the 520ST with a colour
monitor.
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ANCIENTWest& Wilts
MODERN
sacking}
Trading Estate,W

IF YOU OWN A DRAGON 32/64 HERE'S
YOUR CHANCE TO PURCHASE THE NEW
DE-LUXE LIGHT PEN FROM TROJAN AT A
FABULOUS 50% DISCOUNT
JUST COLLECT THE SPECIAL COUPONS
FROM THIS AND THE NEXT TWO ISSUES
AND THE LIGHT PEN CAN BE YOURS FOR
ONLY

£8.50.

TROJAN E:
Micro Computer Software & Accessories

Once Bytten

С & F ASSOCIATES

31 BOWNESS

ROAD

LONDON SE6 20G

Phone Orders:
(Callers by

01-698 2911
Appointment Only)

DISC-I гана рас -OUNTS ON DISCS!
BLANK DISKS—
INBRANI ID— LIFETIME GUARANTEE

TENS:TNPASTLIBRARY CASES.

54” 55/00 "n (usually DYSAN CDC or PARROT)
517 08/00 96TP
347 88/00
31" DS/DD (usually SONY, FUJI or MAXELL)
BULK DISCS.

EQUES
POPAYABLE TO СИ
C а F ASSOCIATES (PCW), PO BOX 2, BIDEFORD EX39 3RE
Telephone: (023 73) 619

SALES MANAGER

It you're.
* a self-starter
* experienced in sales at all levels
* numerate
* a confident negotiator
* looking for new challenges
You should be talking to us!
We publish а wide range of home computer software and
are now expanding into other software markets.
Please contact Bernard Grant, Commercial Director,
with relevant career details and salary required, at:
MIRRORSOFT LTD.

537 55/00 БТР
Si-bepser,
31-5500
зі 08/06

£9.95

25's
£16.95
(інет envelopes) (з;
£43.00
£59.95

All disc prices inclusive and post free (in U.K. only).
Export enquiries welcomed
DISC ACCESSORIES.

(post free if ordered with discs, otherwise £1 p&p)
1' 10 disc box
17 Label sets (for 10 discs)
51" Disc enviopes (10)

547 100locking disc box’special price
3], disc box
34” labels(10)

£11.95p
£1.50

PLUS VERY SPECIAL EXTRA DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

To purchasers oflargerquanties. TradeIndustrial Government & Educational enquiries
welcomed,
SECOND
BYTE
sed
equipment
goce -acon ors
as Stock at 145/86T

Maxwell House, 74 Worship Street, Lon-

don EC2A 2EN
Tel: 01-377 4644
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Programming:

Peek & Poke

ing to serve, it is difficult to be
specific. However, if you create
your design with a utility such
as Melbourne Draw, you can
then drop into Basic and save
the design to tape using
SAVE "filoname "SCREENS

Design
background
В Gleaves, of Bromley in Kent,
writes;

1 have a Spectrum Plus,
ind wonder if you could
explain how | can incorporate
my graphic design in my Basic
program using the design as a
background, or perhaps suggest a book that would cover
the subject. | must also explain
that | am not very technical.

As you don't say what purрове the background is go-

EL

CTO

no

This will save whatever you
have on the screen at the time.
You can then Loaditback from
your Basic program using the
reverse process. Alternatively,
you can save the screen to
memory using the following
routine:
10 CLEAR 5430
20 FOR
N=58431 TO 58450
30 READ B: POKE М.В: NEXT М
40 DATA 33,0,84,17,83.208.24,6.8,
33,83.208,17,0,64.1,0.27
297.
776201
50 NEW

You have my deepest sympathy. Your guarantee is
basically worthless if Bud
position
Computers have ceased tradPL Adcock, of Norwich, writes:
ing. Therefore, there is no way
of getting the interface reTwelve months ago ! pur- paired under
theguarantee. As
chased a Bud Interstate 31 à consumer you have no rejoystick intertace which has an dress against any company
18 month guarantee. Unfortu- which ceases trading, аз far as
nately it has now developed а guarantees go. Basically the
fault and despite writing and company is bust and no longer
phoning Bud Computers, |can- exists. In Popular Computing
not contact them. 1 bought it Weekly, May 1, an article on
directly from them so | cannot repairing simple joystick faults
take it back to a shop. Please was published. If your problem
could you tell me 1) How to get goes beyond this, then your
the interface fixed under its only possible way out is to try
guarantee? 2) What is the legal to get your interface repaired
Position the consumer is in {at your expense | am afraid)
When a company goes bust. by one of the repair companies
Does the guarantee have to be such as those which regularly
advertise in Popular
honoured?

Legal

The above program pokes a
machine code routine into
memory, and can be called the
LET SCREEN-USR 58431
which pokes your screen into
memory. Now clear the screen,
and type LET SCREEN USR.
58439. Neat, huh?

EA TRTTECAFTWI- T

————————————

TTT TT

AND THE MINES OF TERROR —A Massive

REVIEW)
ee ДААШ with 4-way Panoramic Scrolling. (86% ZZAP
The Story so far...
The Doctor has at last cracked the code to the safe and obtained the Pass Card,
thereby giving him access to all areas of the Rijan Complex, though no immunity
against the Master and his Robot Controllers. He continues his search for the TIRU
plans and seeks further ways to disrupt the mining and processing of Heatonite.
OBJECTIVES/SCORING. The main task is to escape with the Memory
Capsule (containing the TIRU plans). Bonus points awarded for

shortest possible time (assuming no use of "

Stopping the Fact

Escaping in the Tai

lame"
8.орбогу,

(two options), Visiting each of 8

is and Taking Splinx and the Crystal.

The DOCTOR continues his quest . . .

Just above the LH monorail he climbs a series of levels to the

Greenhouse. Avoidin: controllers he finds a bucket of Chemicals and a
Cloth. Nearby is a tank of chemicals of a different colour! Further up is

another CSC and also the Anti-Gravity map. Full pockets are now

causing him some difficult decisions on which objects to retain.

He finds an airlocked exit and discovers why he should have kept the

Oxygen handy!

NEXT EPISODE — Into the Control Room . . .
PCB'S
Dynamite
Escape Pods

CEG

COMMODORE
CASSETTE

DISK.

£11.95
£13.95

BBC MICRO
16K ROM PLUS
CASSETTE
16K ROM PLUS
DISK

— —£18.95
£19.95

AMSTRAD (стл. may)
CASSETTE
£11.95
£16.95

DISK

SPECTRUM E.A. June)
CASSETTE.

£11.95

Р О л ЕК к)

Dealers: FREE Demo Program and/or distribution
information — Ring Mike on (0532) 458800
22-28 MAY 1986
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Communications

Any questions?
David Wallin delves into the depths of his mailbag —
plus information on terminal software for a
variety of machines

his week ГІЇ be sorting out a few
| more answers to some or your
questions.
Firstly, lan Highton of London wishes to
know how to use his Pace modem and
Commstar software to access a 1200/75
Bulletin Board, rather than a viewdata
board. Well lan, 1 contacted Pace itself
about this and they came up with this
answer: basically, it is the same as with а
1200/75 viewdata board but there are a few
alterations to make to the commstar
configuration.
Turn on and connect up as per usual
Then go to the initialise section and select
the menu. You select 1200/75 baud, in chat
mode.
Now you just continue as if it were a
viewdata board. According to Pace this їз
all you have to do. | assume that the
Protocol (word length, parity, stop bits) will
be set up automatically. If it doesn't work
then | would advise playing. around with
the settings. Most boards give the protocol
when you first log on.
А letter received back in March from
Mike Barnes of Morden, Surrey, pointed
out some semi-mistakes trom previous
articles (thanks a bunch, Mike);
1) Modem speed is written transmit/receive. But apparently this was printed
once as receive/transmit. 1200/75 means
both receive and transmit at 300 bps.
2) Baud/Bps are not the same, Mike points
out. This is of course quite true, but there is
по visible difference at lower speeds. Bps
stands for bits per second. The baud rate
of a modem is in fact ils modulation гаїв.
Mike writes the actual definition of baud is
"the number of signal elements changes
per second’. There may be any number of
bils-per-modulation rate of 1600 baud on a
4800 bps modem (tribit/baud)
This is really quite complicated which is
why | have not tried to explain It before.
Why do so many people think the two
terms are the same?
Well; partly because people like me say
they are to keep things simple, and also
because lower speeds, ie, 300 or 1200
have one-bit-per-baud resulting in equal
bps and baud rates.
From now on, l' be more pedantic.
There have been a number of letters about
CCITT, (which incidentally stands for The
International Consultative Committee for
Telegraph and Telephone — why CCITT?
The actual definition is French and reads
Committee Consultative Internationale de
‘36/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

Telegraphique et Telephonique), asking
for a list of more of the more common
CCITT standards. They're those awkward
V (and X) numbers. X numbers refer to
data networks and are not applicable here

but will be mentioned in the future. For
those people, here are some of the other
numbers:
V series — these are regulations regarding
Data Transmission over telephone
circuits.
V3" — - International Alphabet number 5 (ASCII).
v21
- 300/300 bps
V22 | - 1200/1200 bps
V22bis - 2400/2400 bps,
600baud
v3
=
1200/75 bps or 75/1200 bps
V24
- RS232 interlace
v25
- Intelligent modem (one with a
built-in cpu and firmware. Usable with any
computer with a full RS232 and some with
ап RS432. Most V25 modems are aulo dial/
answer. If you're interested in intelligent
modems, Hugo Cornwall's Hacker's Handbook (Century) goes into it in more detail)
Ihave had a number of letters asking for
details of Bulletin Boards in a particular
area. If you wish to know of boards of а
certain speed or format in either a certain
area, or the whole country for that matter,
then send me an SAE (to the address
below) giving firstly, the speeds (1200/75
viewdata, 1200/75, 75/1200, 300/300, 1200/
1200 VTX 5000 Spectrum format, 1200/1200
tull duplex or Bell speeds) you are interested in; secondly, the area(s) in the
country (Scotland, South East, South West,
Wales, Northern Ireland, Midlands, London, the North, Channel Islands), and
thirdly, anything else you feel may be
important.
Аз all the boards | know are held on a
database, | will be able to look up the
boards that comply to your requirements
in seconds and get a printout sent off. But
please enclose that SAE, as postage costs
are high.
Lastly for today, Terminal Software. |
have had a few letters about terminal
software for a modem, particularly the
Protek 1200. If you don't have that much
money, then look in any good communications book and you may find a listing. The
Hacker's Handbook for the BBC (this is not
The Hacker's Handbook by Hugo Cornwall,
but by бео! Wheelwright and lan Scales,
and published by Longmans at £4.99),
includes a good piece of BBC terminal
software,

This book is also available for the Spectrum and Commodore 64/128. If you are
Prepared to spend more money then read

on:

€ CP/M machines (PCW, CPC, Einstein
etc.) - Comm Plus (Modem House) approx

£65.
© Spectrum 128 - Modem House is apparently developing а new piece of terminal
software for the 128. News on that when it
is released.

слу| SE
TN

Spectrum
48KplusVTX 5000

© Spectrum 48K + VTX 5000/RS 232 port
plus modem - Stephen Adams has written
software for both of these. Look in the back
of some of your older PCWs for information. Approx £5 or £6.
® Others - Modem House (again) produces complete packs of software and
hardware for everything from a QL to a
Mimi 805 to a Zorba. So it may be able to
help you. Modem House can be contacted
оп 0382 213355.
Lastly, the gremlins have been at this
column again: a few weeks ago there was
the

article

оп

FBBS

(Finchley

Bulletin

Board Software), and somewhere along

the line the MusicTel number was changed
from

01-455-0843

to 01-458-0843.

Apolo-

gies to whoever the wrong number be-

longs to. MusicTel is on 01-455-0843 and is
1200/75 (bps) and 300/300.

IFyou have any queries, tips or comments to make about any aspect of
micro communications, David Wallin

would love to hear from you.

Write to him at Popular Computing

Weekly, 12-13 Litle Newport Street,
London WC2H 7РР.
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CALL JON BEALES on 07-437 4343 FOR SEMI/DISPLAY ADVERTISING
SOFTWARE
TERRAFORM, the latest origin:
adventure prog (48K, Spectrum)
Pelagon Softw
‘sound effects and ri
Pelagon Adventures write for dotais to
Pelagon Software, 6 Renoir View.

ATTENTION AMTIX! May 86 re
Мод can order the Lost Phirious Sc4i
adventure for £2.50 from Меры, 125
Occupation Road, Corby, Northants
TV PERSUIT at last TV Persuit 48K
Spectrum. Over 1200 questions. Send
que. PO £5. Е Lewis, 38 Surrey
Tower, Graveney Growvo, London SE20
вим
‘SOFTWARE
Large selection
of games HIRE
avaliable Tor
AMSTRAD and COMMODORE 64. FIRST
GAME FREE Sol or change your wn

NOW

400/806

ST

XL/XE
ATARI OWNERS

"шш ln — Ty Bre,
Darwan мн
MM

Are you having difficulty finding suitable software.If so,then
look no further. We have available for both hire and purchase one of the largest selections of both UK and American
titles to choose from. Games and Utilities for all ages.
Hardware and add-on utilities at discount prices and special
deals regularly being offered. If you would like further
information please send a large s.a.e. to:—
CHAMWOOD PRODUCTS AND GAMES
304 Warwick Avenue, Quorn, Lot

rough

Leicestershire LE12

AMSTRAD sofware Elita, £8, Got Dox
ter, Zoids, £5 each, Spy ув Spy, Ri
Yie-Ar Kung-Fu, Fighter Pilot, Highway
Encounter
£3.50each,More software for
saleíswap. Phone Omar 588 7277 betoro
530pm

Tel: 0509 412604

TAIVAL Crossword Spectrum 48K &
Dragon 32/64.Testyourknowledge
with
‘ever 4000 questions lor 1-4 players
Only
£350.James Fletcher, 29 Samuel
St., Warrington, Cheshire,
MICRO-MEDIA

meee
SE
ea ie Tek weenмсн
Sor
San our ber ша маат n

НОМЕ ACCOUNTS. Put your house in
order! Comprehensive coverage of
bank accounts, credit cards, НР, etc
inbuilt accuracy check. Projects cash
flow for any poriod. Available tor Сот
modore, Amstrad and Spectrum CB 45
Froe details trom Discus Software,
Freepost Beach Approach, Brixham
TOSABR, Tol: 08045 55512

FACULTY
ENTERPRISES
L4 PRICE
995 Tm
9% 7m
9% 15
125 Er]
125 5s
am i
i» s%
E I
im ss

"AMSTRAD CPC, SHARP M2-700

EPES
panmmeeene
tt Rut
‘area
obrumes
a
at AEOER oe masтыкыут
GRAPHICS ADVENTURE lor Spectrum
48k"Merhownie's
Lightand The Spore
direct trom tho writer £2 each. S. Ken
dall, 118 Kingsway, Ossett. W. Yorks
WSS 800,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES:

SUPASOCCER, Soccer Game includes
Team Sheet, Poois Coupon, Scorers,
Match Action, Leading Scorers, Promotion, Relegation, up lo 400seasons, tape
facility, £S cheque of postal order. J
Richardson, 360 Dewsbury Road, Wakofield, W. Yorks

COMMODORE
Seto
SOAR
Foaia
Маш бота
К)
Ма
ViewToAKR
yeFox
Speech

Р + PINC. PLEASE

MAKE

oun
COMMODORE RAP PRICE
БмідМеюий 995 7.00
WordCup
79 5%
ү
5% 6%
роп
650 399
З0ВизАйкк 650 399
Fightст ак 7% 680
Couric
725 ва
ax Hoe
12 880
VeWTOAK
7% 880

RAP PRICE
095 780
998 74
Ads 875
725 $30
1%
725
899 890
799 850
CHEQUES

PAYABLE TO

FACULTY ENTERPRISES,
29 RUTLAND COURT, PONDERS END,
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX.

Here's my classified ad.
(Please

write

your

copy

in

capital

letters

on

the

lines

below.)

Line by line: 30p per word,
minimum 20 words.
Semi-display: £7 per single column
centimetre, minimum length 2 cm.
(Please supply A/W as PMT. Or
Supply rough setting instructions.)
THESE RATES DO NOT INCLUDE
VAT.
Conditions: All copy for Classified
section must be pre-paid. Copy
dale 7 days before publication.
IF YOU WISH TO DISCUSS YOUR
‘AD, PLEASE RING Jon Beales 01437 4343.
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1 make this

Please continue on a separate sheet of paper
per word so оме you £

Telephone
Please cut out and send this form to: Classi ified Department, Popular Computing Weekly.
12-13 LittleNewport Stree London WC2H 7PP.
LI иш иш иш пш и иш ии иш иш иш ви пи иш иш иш мо ми ме и ни ни
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The Ist choice
gaa

EXPRESS SPECTRUM,
BBC
and COMMODORE REPAIRS!

Repairs & Servicing
буг Experience on repairs 10:

Spectrums, Commodores, BBC
Amstrad, Printers, Disk Drives, Cassette
Units Вс
NO GIMMICKS,
JUST GUARANTEES
Callers welcome

COMPUTER CENTRE
174 High Street, Hornchurch, Essex
Tok (04024) 75613
ewı

COMMODORE Ropairs by Commodore
approved engineers. Vic 20 Modulators
850. Vic 20 from £14.50. СВМВА etc.
For more details write or tel: б. C.
Bunce & Son, 38 Burlington Road,
Burnham. Bucks SL! 7ВО. Tol: 06286
ormater
‘aonолари fagLOW
с PRICES
har
ar
ж Samedaylormoaaula

RIMAENOR. esac ти. YOREORLA
trus e W сие бо
Today.
NONNA? others do. tomorrow!
THE LEADER
NOTE OUR PRICES AND WATCH OTHERS F
SPECTRUM

aware

ports Sinclair Computers
repair department.

from

press

re-

no longer have a

Our computer repair workshop has been an
OFFICIAL Sinclair Repair Depot for the past

six years and we are pleased to announce
that we will continue to do your out of
guarantee repairs as in the past.

INTERFACE 1-11

£18.75
£11.50
£9.95
£15.95

inc
inc
inc
inc

parts
parts
parts
parts

£18.75 inc parts

CALL OR SEND WITH CHEQUE OR P.O.

T.V. SERVICES
OF CAMBRIDGE LTD
FRENCH’S ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB4 3NP
Tel: 0223 311371
|88
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COMMODORE

* Repairs carried out by our own engineers on site.
* All repairs carry a 4 MONTH GUARANTEE
For estimates phone or send your computer іо NOBLES.
Spectrum Plus
£16.95 inc parts
post and pack
Commodore 64/VIC 20
from £9.95 plus
parts
ВВС...
from £18.95 plus
parts
Also repair specialists for Amstrad and MSX computers

Send your faulty computer DIRECT
SPECTRUN .
2Х81
16K Н.
MICRODRIVE .

AMSTRAD

NOBLES COMPUTER
REPAIRS

FAULTY
SPECTRUM?
As you are probably

—

Tet:
Cumbernauld
37130Qn.
Trach
acon
and б 02967
discount

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

SPECIAL OFFER
5 ЕВЕЕ GAMES МОВТН £25
repair Trade/Schoo! and Club
bounis arranged:

with each Spectrum
*For tree,

no obligation

estimates

phone

or send

disyour

computer to NOBLES for the fastest, cheapest repairs in
ESSEX.

NOBLES
14-17 Eastern Esplanade
Southend-on-Sea
Essex
0702 63377/8
63336/7/8/9
DRAGON
ОРС
MSX
EINSTEIN
ATARI
——
7 days a week, 24-hour Answering Service
SPECTRUM

—

AMSTRAD

—

VXSW
IHV.LV
NISLSNI
DIHO
NOD
HV
VHG
—
COMMODORE
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COMPUTER
REPAIRS
ALL MACHINES DESPATCHED

COMPUTER
REPAIRS
<

WITHIN 72 HOURS
OFRECEIPT
For example

жа
Puss—
16-48 RAM Upgrade.

4

Er

Det.

£25.00
£12.50

ZX Microdrive

HIE]

Interface |
BBC B.

NOW IT’S YOUR CHOICE
Pree
(эй

mum
Bac

£18.00

—

E
tss
см

COMMODORE

кір

£25.00

ромит,

(Allprices include, parts, VAT, labour.

retum postage insured, and full
warranty)
For a fast and reliable service send

chine, bniet description of aul and
cheque ог PO for relevant amount to
the experts:
CAPITAL COMPUTER SERVICES.
DeptP
nlt K2, Cardif Workshops.
LewisRoad,EastMoors
Cardi CF1 SEG
Tek Carditt(0222)461801
нако
sarven
байуу
ао ake
une
"d Ux
yes.Acom
Pasa
porn

SORD М5 Computers апа sofware
giveaway prices. S
SAEI
lits ог telephone 0279 417636, Playfair
Projects, 133 Hookllold, Harlow, Essex
CM18 60L
TOP QUALITY DISCS. 5j" D500: Tons.
£19.95; 100%. £09 3} 0500. tens.
£33.50: 100's, £200, Pricos include post
age. ЈР. Supplies, Р.О. Box 213,Мо!
verhamplon, WV11 ЭРО.

уче

Sirius, Apricot = wide range of

OMNICRON LTD,
16 Haywra St.

Harrogate HG1 58
lane а
eeAg verumстиu a мо
устао
[or
COMPUTER
CENTREBEDS
se100(CHILTERN
NIGH "воан
TOWN
ROAD, LUTON
MEMO

ZX SPECTRUM UTILITIES

E

e

БАИ

AMSTRAD UPGRADE
PCW8256 TO 512K/368K RAM DISC

Plug in 8 RAM CHIPS and change a link. Sound
easy? Our simple comprehensive instructions make it
so. FIVE A4 pages of information for even the most
inexperienced
We supply JIG FREEFORMED CHIPS/NO BENDING
REQUIRED. BEST SELLING UPGRADE KIT IS ONLY
532.50.
5i" DISKS. DS/DD-96TPI box of Ten only
£9.95inclusive
EPROMS

HITACHI QUALITY - 250nS Access Time - THE
RELIABLE ONES Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK
POSTAGE - normally by return.
2764
1-2 PCS
£2.35
3-9PCS.
10 PLUS
27128
12PCS.
3-9 PCS
10 PLUS.
1-2РС$.
27C 256
3-9 PCS.
RAMS

6264-LP15 —1-9PC....
10 PLUS...
£3.00
NEC 41254 41464 RAM (SOLIDISK UPGRADE) .£8 each
NEC 48416 (WATFORD UPGRADE)
...£2.95 each
Send UK cheques! Money Orders!LA
or Gov't order іо

HITACHI

SILICON CITY,
Mithian, St. Agnes, Cornwall TR5 0QE

ACCESS! VISA orders,

telephone 087255 2112

-

Е
IM REPAIRS
ВЕРА!
, „BBC SPECTRUM
—
1850 + paris, inr
prp wit choque or PO.
Sendжояyourwd computer
for C1880 and Geser pon эташ
‘SUREDATA
(PCW)
‘Computer
Service
аа итак
Avenue,
чо отEageware,
Te: бэй

WOULD you like to make money with
your computer? Full or раплито. high
‘earnings possible, no skills needed
Send SAEfor details. Barloycorn, Publi

COMPUTER HIRE

We PEASE NB AND ALSO MVEA
RANGEOFAMSTRADCOMPUTERS FRAIRECOMPUTER HIRE SERVICES,
294kCALEDONIAN
‘AD,LONDON N1 184.

GIANT NEW ADVENTURES
"LOVETOY" and "GORDESS"
сөм ав Spectrumмак
‘only E200 anch
Po BOX 1820, овим

MICROVTEC
узаCOLOURMONITOR (24836| AMSTRAD AND ORIC soltware. Hir
MTE512 COMPUTER
£35.00
DuxsoPRINTER.
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tating computer Software Club, 28
ЗМО бєкDRIVEA INTERFACE 1270.00,
leechley Drive, Cardiff
MEWWORD ROM
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AMSTRAD PCW 8258 and PCW 8512
ми Tor meraDiamante:
Tonuer.merry
тело geni rom ape ш dak etn
dust covers, monitor and keyboard
Segenidduce art oncбй veterOw
Highest quailty. only £950 ine p*p
Send your cheque made payable lo SoradEroузу
TAPEERAuum
osxtas
Willows Secretarial Services, Grey.
от i
hound House, 23 George Street, Rich
mond, Surrey TWO 1JY
ATARI 52067 (OS IW Rom) monitor.
A DISKDRIVEUNITAT 39.351
60. Philips CHa533
‘monitor £200. Taxan
P8210 printer £120,GST compl
The Pawn, Daga, Hitchikers Guide
Sundog, Brataceas, all£15 wach,Horley
0292 778647.

COMPLETE DESIGN & PRINT SYSTEM
FOR ZX SPECTRUM 48K/PLUS

10PLUS
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Call (0423) 501679 Anytime

LONDON
COMPUTER REPAIR
CENTRE
ж Spectrum, Commodore вас
Atari, Amstrad etc.
+ Low costrepairs from £12.00
+ Collection & delivery optional
* Used Micro's bought, solê.
exchanged
CallNIGEL:01-8637166
MICRO SUPPORT
Unit 3, 15 Springfield Road,
Harrow, Middx, НАА ТОР.

жоюл

DESIGNER - DESIGN UTILITY FOR SCREENS AND PRINTING. It will do a fullAd
print (S2 screen lines) with one command. This ad is 50 lines. It allows full
Colour control on-screen. Supplied with 3fonts and 100udgs.
CHARACTER
DESIGNER — IS THIS THE BEST AROUND? Design udgs AND
Characters! Itoffers TRUE invorse. seloct load address or the ones for
DESIGNER. Aspecia! option allows printing out of load addrass, POKES lor
character sets,anchiename It comas
with5fonts,5 double-height fonts,and 2
uag sets for use with orwithout DESIGNER.
DUMPY - BY BRADWAY SOFTWARE А UTILITY FOR DESIGNING
SCREENDUMP SOFTWARE. Very easy to use, И produces machino-code
software for mast Epson-compatiblo printerand interface combinations, with
many height. width anccansity options
АИ 3 programs are menu-driven and microdrive - compatible.
DESIGNER
5895
CHARACTER DESIGNER
5450
DUMPY
£5.00
SAVE £1.50 BY BUYING
ALL 3 PROGRAMS FOR £16.95
GAP SOFTWARE, 17 ST.JOHN'S TCE, LONDON E7 BBX. Tel: 01-552 5452
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FOR ANY SPECTRUM. Amplifier with
volume control Only £595 inciusiv
Sendcheque/P.O to Jа S Electronics,
88 Manor Road, Rushden, Nort
NNTOSEX.

8250 COMMODORE dua! disk drive
leads. etc, for sale.Excellent condition
Must se yr around £350опо. Tel Ame

DRAFT MATRIX PRINT
IEAR LETTER QUALITY
® SUBSCRIPT SUPERSCRIPT
© CONDENSE EMPHASIZE
© 96 CHAR +48 EURO «16 MATHS
| ® GRAPHICS.

e OPTIONAL TRACTOR

=~ TN

І

TEL: (0533) 313531 » At
RECRUITMENT
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIANS

VER SERVICING
(MICROCOMPUTER SERVICING

ONDINE ae ava

ппов

1

AMSTRAD CF2 3"
sron £19.95
оков £37.95

FULLY INCLUSIVE, FAST DELIVERY
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
RUGBY MICRO SPARES
30 OXFORD STREET
RUGBY, WARKS CU21 3NF
PHONE 0788 71643
ADVENTURE Probe, writing, зо
ag
ру £1 or Saf
13 Hollington Way, Wigan.

plenty of software, magazin
£535 ono. Tei 0-94

DUPLICATION

COMPUTER РА:

MAGAZINES

DRAGON32with Delta
ва

лив,
10 for£10.00 incplastic case.

3; DISKS

routes CONTR

DRAGON

USER

той of your Dragon you
‘User —the. independent
е tor Dragon
owners. To mi
Dragon

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLL
D PC. 2 Рея Ном London ТӨЗ IU

AMSTRAD masterpieces! From unique
intelligent programs. Amaze your
fronds. Sa for dotails, Brian James, 21
lamond Place, Aberdeen AB2 ЗИТ

AMSTRAD CPC 464, colour топо
sometapesoftware £160. Phone 01-708
8749 between В арт
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MIDI compatible with MIDI MUSICIAN package
Now going бог а song at£5-95 only
(UK&Europe
ordersplease Pleasesend me(tick
as applicable):
1 enclose а cheque/PO for €.
add £1 overseas £2) [TRANS-EXpRESS EX £9.95 0 tape (forтепме) Є 7.95Û
or debit my FW EE No
water(Rotronics) £ 995 0
|disk (Opus Discovery)
MUSIC TYPEWRITER
with supplement € 7.95 0)
3
Card expiry.
£5950
WRIGGLER Spectrum tape £295 or cartridge
WRIGGLER Amstrad tape £7.950_or diskversion £ 11950
ROMARFIE ROBOT 77Dyne Road London NW67DR fp 24hrs PY TES orders 01-625 9463 T
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COMPUTER
FOR COST-EFFECTIVE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
CALL JON BEALES
ON 01-437 4343

YOU DON'T
NEED TO
WAIT ALL
MONTH TO
ADVERTISE
IN:
PTP O P U LA R ЛО
YN
( у (С

for details

COMMODORE 64 with саззепе drive ATTENTION AMTIX! May 86 reado:
plus software, Basic, Database, Hobbit, You can order the Lost Phirlous S:
hardly used, reasonable otters. Phone adventure for £250 from Vidipix,
Occupation Road, Corby, Northants,
Guilclord 506238 alter 6 pm.
PRINTER. Canon ink jet PJ-1080A colBBC roms Wordwise +, Viewshe
to requirements
and hardly
Intersheet, Disc Doctor, Exmon Il, GXR. our.ed. Excess
toolkit, ай original hal! price, also Wat- 72624 Paid £499 sell for£280, Bagshot
ford 32K Ram Board, Vine replay, SEIKOSHA GP100 Ми Il graphic printer
Microvitee colour monitor. Phone Phil 50characters par second, parrallal in01-540 5614 (Wimblodon) after
6pm.
terface ideal for listings ect, £70 ono.
COMMODORE 54 with cassette drive Tel: 01-521 1058 (eve
plus software, Basic. Database. Hobbit MSX 64kSony НЫ! +4 cartridges£70.
hardly used, reasonable offers. Phone 48k Spectrum + ZX printor £45, Dragon
Guildford 508238 after 8 pm
joysticks, games £30 ono, Tel: 01
SUPASOCCER, Soccer Game includes 32k
Room б.
Team
She t, Pools Coupon. Scorers, 3704658
OPUS
Discovery Disc. Utility with full
Match Action. Leading Scorers, Promo
instructions, editor. map. file resc
on, Relegation, up to 400seasons, tape rename disc,Боск copyand disc to tape.
facility, £5 cheque or postal order. J backup. Disc £10, Tape £5. Nell Pawson
Richardson, 380Dewsbury Road, Wake Ойноп Hotel, 18 Hopetown °Cros,
field, W. Yorks.
аак Spectrum interface | & microdrive, Edinburgh.
HACKER'S MAG -contains over
Ram Turbo joystick, THE
100 numbers, over 200 PSS addresses,
cassette deck
tracking down computers, Ire
workstation, 25
origi
I info, inside PSS, many true
Doncaster 883 7914, Spectr
more informative than Th
assembly & two other good machine- огаMuchHandbook,
send £8.50 choqua/PO.
ode books,£10
to:
Mr
34 Oxford Road,
ATARI G00XL, two 1050 crives, 1020 Dewsbury,S Denvers,
West Yorkshire WF13 4LL
printer, 410 recorder, Ferguson TX co GRAPHICS ADVENTURE for Spectrum
our TV, desk! Plusover £700of
software 48% "Merhownle's light and the Spore
including nine551 wargames,
‘rom the writer £2 each. 5Ken
FS ll
many more, £475. 01
дай, 118 Kingsway, Ossett, W Yorks,
7pm
800,
PRISM VTX 5000modom for Spectrum, WSS
BBC BEdson printer with all manuals &
comms, tape, £40ono.Jon 8896374.
lends, programmable joystick, intorfaco.
AMSTRAD software от 75р plus all boxed, good condition, over £400
Amstrad program guide,Amstrad chart, soltwaro
Eie, Cashequost
Tol. 0709-54505 or send S.a Efor lists
cost£800sell for £350ono.
то Phil Maxfieid, 40 The Brow, Brocks, Wizarópoe
Tel
0375
381219.
Rotherham, South Yorks
5653HP.
BBC roms Wordwise +. Viewshoot
AMSTRAD CPC 484,
sheet, Disc Doctor, Exmon И, GXR.
all original half price, also Watsome tapesoftware £160. Phone 01- 38
8749 between 8 9pm
K Ram Board, Vine replay
'ovitec colour monitor, Phone Phil
DRAGON32with Deltadisc system, 127
BSW TV, Sekosha 100A printer 01-540 5614 (Wimbledon) after
6рт
s MST Bus a/c, Inv AMSTRAD sofware Elite, £8, Get Dex
n Writ ter, Zoids, С5 each, Spy vs Spy, Raid
Yie-Ar Kung Fu, Fighlor Pilot, Highway
or 1 . £200thefot. Reading0734 428539
DD for COMBA: Touchmaster and Encounter £3.50 each,More software for
o with sottware/utities. Phone sale/swap. Phone Omar 558 7277 botore
s: 01-577 3875 after бот, 530 pm
chase Must be in регіесі FOR sale Microvitec colour monitor for
condition, Wanted compilers: Biltz, Ba ZX Spectrum 48K computer, one year
зіваand "C
old, cost £250 accept £180, no offers
BBC B, Opus Ddos + double sided 40/ Tel 060873027 and ask for Andrew.
80 track disc drive, Watford 32k Репу SPECTRUM 40K, Saga keyboard, v.g.
Ram board, voltmace joystick, books, including inlerlaces, — Quickshol,
plenty of software, magazines — ail in Kempston Formula |, data recorder
voc, £535 ono, Tel 01947 2608 books. mags, over £250oftop software
(evenings).
в, worth over £500, sell £200. Ring.
COLOUR PRINTER GP700A 80 column, 8 1-286 4308.
colour Centronic interface with ВІ
QL, unwanted gift with guarantee and
foursoftwarecartridges brand
lead and paper £150, 48k Spectrum £40, including
2 Orics £50 for both Tel: lan on 01-452 new and unused. Phone Raju on 01-501
0513 daytime or 01-5054884evenings

COMPUTER SWAP

COMPUTER SWAP

Computer Swap entries arelimesto30
words. All entries сом £2.50. Please
enclose a cheque or postal order or give
Access or Barclaycard No in the box
provided. Only text
appearing inthegrid
will be printed. Send the form to: Com.
puter Swap, Popular Computing
Weekly. 12-13 Little Newport Street
London WC2H ПР.
PLEASE NOTE ЛИ soflware offered
through computer swap mustbein origimal condition und for private sale only
No advertisements for lists of software
will be accepted
Tt cannot be swapped
t is illegal to adver

SWAP

Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.

Name o.
Address ....
Please charge my Visa] Access cardno:
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY/41

There’s а Dealer near yo
م

DG. MICROTEK ELECTRONICS
1908 DUDLEY ROAD
WINSON GREEN

BIRMINGHAM

Tek 021) 4544887 us

mc

NOBLES
14-17 EASTERN
ESPLANADE

C
çemmunication
К ncomcnoncronee
5 HONEYWOOD ROAD

ДОН Cranes Farm Ri]

ШЫП

| б

Tel: (0702) 63377/8

SOUTHEND

Tek (0702) 62426 ——

CAREY ELECTRONICS
Fh
THE BAC MICROCOMPUTER
йн
COMPUTERS ADSOFTWARE,

nm

кон

Tel: (0233) 32597,

LONDON N14

Н

ны

VIC ODDENS
ÛLONDON BRIDGE WALK
LONDON SEI
Tel 01-4031988

SOFTWARESTORE LTD

MINE.
XU ON

MEROWAY COMPUTERS

‘YNCHR

PERIPHERALS.

VICTORIA CIRCUS SHOPPING CENTRE

7 CHURCH ROAD
ЛЛ
FRINTON-ON-SEA (02556) 688

pium
т

gol
THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 BUCHANAN STREET
GLASGOW 120
NIME

REYNOLDS
79 ORSETT ROAD
GRAYS, ESSEX
Te (75 тям

ШЕШИП ТИШН
LOGIC SALES
19 THEBROADWAY
THEBOURNE,SOUTHGATE

ксл
WENT: 2 7373]
ANIROG COMPUTERS
29West Hil
Dartford
Kent
Tek (0922)$1649 nam
e
MT
dgh
orel
10 NORTH STREET,

=
municatio:
у
нс
clo KEDDIES
(second floor)
HIGH STREET

THE COMPUTER CENTRE
25 ANLABY ROAD
HULL
NORTH HUMBERSIDE

BASILDON

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX

woo

na

39 HIGH STREET

GAMES WORLD

AAINHAM, KENT
Tet(634)376702

129 KING STREET
HAMMERSMITH

шит
INNOVATIONS
COMPUTER
&VIDEO
3 HARMONDSWORTH ROAD
WESTDRAYTON

ИШИБИ Т

Tek(0885)420857 s.

LONDONWG
ТЕЛИ ЦТ

س

PINE CHIP

кт ROAD
TI ALLERTON
UNERPOOL
L18204

MIKES COMPUTER STORE

HONEYSETT COMPUTERS

ИЙЛЕП
ОП
ТЕБИ.

LLLI

292 LONDON ROAD

17 UNION STREET

WESTOLIFON-SEA
ESSE

HEREFORDHRY28T
Tok (482 279404

DIMENSION COMPUTERS LTD

GATWICK COMPUTERS

17-29HIGHSTREET

62 THEBOULEVARD

CLUNKER SALE

LEICESTER
Te: ов 57479

Tek (0709332554

Л.

йй

ATARI

um
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FOR MSX, SPECTRUM,
COMMODORE, AMSTRAD
ems
алкани

MAN
SUDBURY

Wentens
Чем
CWMBRAN
ШИП s.

vonusuine
—Ó— |

TB: SUDBURY 311839 |Гwong arte SOFTWARE сир

meee
STAFFORDSHIRE

Ix

Tra MARKET STREET

TAMWORTH, STAFFS

MICRO BYTE SOFTWARE SHOP
10A LOWER WARREN CENTRE
WAKEFIELD
Te: (0924) 376656,
FULL RANGE OF
TOP QUALITY SOFTWARE
PHONE FOR PRICES

| MT ea
1885

FULL RANGE OFTOP

ue

Tet (027) 51400

Tel: (0532) 450 528

aille

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE

ИА BOLEBRIDGE ST
TAMWORTH

7 STONEGATE ARCADE
YORK

ene

Té (004 641862

DEALER
ADVERTISING

FAST FORWARD COMPUTER STORE
29SMITH STREET
WARWICK
Tek (009 12004
NORFOLK

THETFORD MICROS
SPECIALISTS COMPUTER REPAIRS
21 GUILDHALL STREET
THETFORD
NORFOLK
(0842) 61645

TELEX YOUR
CLASSIFIED
COPY TO:
296275
SUNRGY

A FULL SIZED,
PROFESSIONAL,
CENTRONICS,
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
WITH TRACTOR FEED
For only £139 Plus VAT

The Uchida DWX 305
ж
*
| ж
*

12 Month Warranty
Centronics Interface
18 Characters per second
10, 12 or 15 Characters per inch

xk 13 inch wide Platten (takes АЗ paper)
* Tractor Feed included in price

* Free Delivery

E
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ELR International Ltd.

St. Nicholas House, EN

The Mount, Guildfor
Surrey GU2 5HN.
те (0483) 505605

[ Please send me___ Printers at £139 plus VAT.
| My name and address are
|
|
|
|
|
| 1 enclose cheque/postal orders for.
| (Price for each machine — £159.85 inc. VAT.)
i
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John Cook looks through this week's

new arrivals
Amstrad

£9.95

(cassette)

£16.95

(disc)

Supplier Electric Studio, PO
Box 96, Luton, Beds LUS 2JP

Program Tank Commander
Type Arcade Micro Amstrad
Price £9.95 Supplier Атзой, Program Heavy on the Magik
Victoria House, PO Box 10, Type Adventure |Machine
Amstrad Price £13.95 (disc)
Sunderland, SA1 3AV.
ank Commander has Supplier Gargoyle Games, 74
been out on disc for quite. King St, Dudiey, West Midlands
a bit in fact, the instruction manual still tells you to Program The Pace Compilatype "Вип "Disc" ' to load the tion Type Arcade Machine
program. But now that it's on Amstrad Price £2.95 Supplier
lape, a lot more people are Pace Software, 40 Bainton
going to be able to play this Grove, Clifton, Nottingham
NGT BLG
quite enjoyable
little game.
И, say, Masterfile I is the
meat and two veg of the Program Masterfile IiType UtilAmstrad market and Get Dex- ity Machine Amstrad Price £33
ter the patê de fois gras, then (disc) Supplier Атзой. Victoria
Tank Commander is a couple House, PO Box 10, Sunderland
of Big Macs and large fries. SR13AV
The scenario has you controlling a tank in enemy infested Program Strangeloop Type Arterritory - your task, to rescue cade Machine Amstrad Price
friendly agents without getting £13.95 Supplier Amsolt, Victoria House, PO Box 10, Sunblown up.
derland SR1 ЗАУ
Program Shogun Type Strategy Machine Amstrad Price
£9.95 (cassette) £14.95 (disc)
Supplier Virgin Games, 2 Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello Road,

Cauldron II
Program Cauldron || Type
Arcade Machine Commodore 64 Price £8.99 Supplier
Palace
Software,
275
Pentonville Rd, London МІ
ONL
alace may not be the
most prolific software
house in the world - but
when It does produce something, it's always worth looking at. Cauldron Il is no exception. A clue to the
scenario can be gleaned
from the sub-title, The Pumpkin Strikes Back.
Remember
last time
(Cauldron 1) when you were
the witch, trying to defeat the
evil pumpkin? Well, this
time, you play the last surviving pumpkin, trying to do
the dirty on the now all-powertul witch queen. Tough at
the top, isn't it?
Itis your yellow tumescent
pumpkin’s task to bounce

around the 100-odd roomed

witch's castle, collecting Important

articles

(you

know

they are important because

they flash) avoiding nasties,
zapping every now and then,
in order to cut a lock of hair
from the witch's head and
then drop it іп a cauldron in
the bowels of the castle to
destroy her power.
The game departs from
Cauldron 1 in that it lacks the
scrolling landscape which
was

one

of its major

fea-

tures. Now you bounce along
from screen to screen -

again very nicely designed
by Steve Brown - and it's

really quite fun.
Somehow it reminded me
о! Underwurlde and Thing on
a Spring, with better graphics than the former but withоці the continuous sound-

track of the latter. As a sequel, it stands up quite well

Program Music Box Type Utility Machine Amstrad Price

the 128 version are the graphics and the sound.
Rob Hubbard's soundtrack is
as excellent as it ever was
London W11.
{ my memory serves me (accept no imitators) and the
colourful and
correctly, this week sees the screens are
Atari ST
first Commodore 128 dedi- detailed
1! you want to impress aged
Program Menu+ Type Utility cated games software hitting
Machine Atari ST Price £19.95 the streets - from, of all places, relatives that computers really
are fabby, then this is still the
Supplier Metacomco, 26 Port- Mastertronic.
program to pul up. However,
Both the above releases are
land Square, Bristol BS2 RZ
instead of the single ‘race
‘enhanced’ versions ot existing
against time’ senario, this ver64 programs: Kikstart and The
Atari
Last V8. The former, loosely sion has three, The first has
Program Racing Construction based on the similarly named you driving your V8 round the
Set Type Arcade Machine ‘occasional TV series, equally surlace of Mars, picking up fuel
Atari Price £14.95 Supplier loosely based on off-road mo- rods (15 of them), avoiding craAriolasoft UK, 68 Long Acre, tor-cycling, will only appeal to ters (judging by the number of
real Clumsy Colin Action Biker potholes, the gas board has
London WC2
been very active on Mars reheadbangers,
The Last VB, however, is cently) - then off to Earth, for
worth more than a passing look the second section.
This part is the most similar
£2.99 Supplier Bug Byte, Liber- and a passing listen in fact,
ly House, 222 Regent Street, because, as belore with the 64 to the original game. Lastly you
version, the best things about race around avenues under the
London WIR 7ОВ
Earth city, avoiding radiation
areas (a bit like going on a
Program Kikstart Type Arcade
Russian coach tour, | suppose)
Machine Atari Price £1.99 Supto reach the HQ.
plier Mastertronic, 8-10 Paul
Well, it's all good clean fun,
Street, London EC2
but it's still basically as unplayable as ever. And there's still
Commodore 128
that annoying little flicker on
the bottom of the play screen
Program Kikstart TypeArcade
Still, with both titles going for
Machine Commodore 128
£4.99 a piece, most complaints
Price
499
Supplier
are going to be drowned out by
Mastertronic, 8-10 Paul St, Lonthe ringing of cash registers.
don EC2 4JH.
Great value, at least as far as
Last V8isconcerned.
Program The Last V8Type Ar-
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There are three screen displays - ап overall map, showing you the location of your
agents, a tactical map showing
your immediate whereabouts
(this is the screen you move
around on) and a Battle screen.
Ifyou need to hang a label on it,
this part is a cross between
Beachhead and Battlezone.
Great use is made of colour
(lots of pastoral green) and,
although the action isn't going
lo get the pulse racing way
over 160, it's an agreeable
enough combination of gentle
strategy and colourful arcade. І
wish Amsoft would knock а
couple ol quid off their prices.
though.

cade Machine Commodore 128
Price
£499 | Supplier
Mastertronic, 8-10 Paul St, London EC2 4JH.

Street, London WIR ТОВ

C16/Plus 4

Program Kikstart Type Arcade
Machine C16/Plus4 Price £1.99
Supplier Mastertronic, 8-10
Paul Street, London EC2
Program Return of Rockman
Type Arcade Machine С16/
Plus 4 Price £1.99 Supplier
Mastertronic, 8-10 Paul St, London EC2
Program Hektik Type Arcade
Machine C 16/Plus 4 Price £1.99
Supplier Mastertronic, 8-10
Paul Street, London EC2

Spectrum

Program Redhawk Type Adventure Machine Spectrum
Price £895 Supplier Melbourne House, 60 High Street,
Hampton Wick, Kingston-UponThames, Surrey KT1 ADB
Program The Force Type Strategy Machine Spectrum Price
£9.95 Supplier Mind Games,
Liberty House, 222 Regent
MENSH

Program Max Headroom Type
Strategy Machine Commodore
£9.95 Supplier Novagen, 142 64 Price £9.95 Supplier Argus
Alcester Road, Birmingham, Press Software, Liberty House,
B13 BHS,
222 Regent Street, London
о doubt there are a lot of
WIR 7DB
pretty disgruntled Plus/
4 owners оці there at Program Ollo ! & I Type Arthe moment What with the cade Machine Commodore 64
heavy discounting around Price £2.99 Supplier Bug Byte,
Christmas in the big electrical Liberty House, 222 Regent
chains, the fact that the built in Street, London WIR 7DB.
software is only disc compatible (however, there is now ап Program Shogun Type Strateadd-on to make it work with
gy Machine Commodore 64
tape), and almost all the games Price £9.95 (cassette) £12.95
are ‘C16 and Plus/4’
(disc) Supplier Virgin Games, 2
that is, stuff that runs on the
Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello
C16,so it will also run on its Big Road, London W11
Brother, it's no surprise.
But now there’s some good
Program Standing Stones Type
news lor Plus/4 owners - go Adventure Machine Commoош and treat yourself to dore64Price £14.95 (disc) Supplier Ariolasoft, UK, 68 Long
Mercenary.
You've seen it on the Atari, acre, London WC2
you've seen it on the 64 ~ well
now Novagen has taken the Program Cal-Kit Type Utility
bold step of converting it for the
Machine Commodore 64 Price
Plus/4 in the hope that quality £34.95 Supplier Ariolasoft UK,
starved owners will flock to it in 68 Long Acre, London WC2
theirthousands.
Novagen claims that the Program B/Graph Type Utility
game play is exactly the same Machine Commodore Price
—and I've yet to find anything to £29.95 Supplier Ariolasoft UK,
disagree with that. The same
68 Long Acre, London WC2
30 vector graphic combination
Program Mercenary Type Arcade Machi
Plus/4 Price

‘of flight simulator arcade adventure with the same strand-

ed-on-Targ plot; it looks піс

BBC & Electron

like the Atari version if
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ware, 17 St John's
London E7 BBX

Terrace,

Program Designer Type Utility

Machine Spectrum Price £8.95
Supplier GAP Sottware, 17 St
John's Terrace, London E7 8BX
Program Snow Queen Type
Adventure Machine Spectrum
Price £9.95 Supplier Mosaic
Bookware

Street, London WIR 7DB.

Program Pace Compilation
Type Arcade Machine Spectrum Price £2.95 Supplier Pace
Software, 40 Bainton Grove,
Clifton, Nottingham NG111 8LG.

Program The Planets Type Arcade Machine Spectrum Price
£9.95 Supplier
Martech,
Martech House, Bay Terrance,
Pevensey Bay, East Sussex
BN24 6EE
he Planets is a program
of impressive scope, using, it is claimed, over

125K

and

loaded

in several

sections. | had some doubts
about it because it is one of
those programs which claims
to be simultaneously, astate of

the art arcade game and of
great educational value. Usually such programs are poor examples of both types,
The educational aspect of
The Planets is its detailed presentation of the main features
of the solar system.
The game involves travelling
to each of the eight planets in
the solar system, landing and
then finding a capsule, each
capsule may be unlocked by а
code word, you are told the first
but must discover the others
for yourself. All this is some-

how linked to the playing of a

Strange alien game and the
ultimate salvation of earth.
In terms of actual play, landing on the planets із really а

Program Enthar Seven Type
Adventure Machine BBC В
anything.
Price £17.95 (40 track disc) sort of Lunar Lander where you
Still, back at the Plus/4, it £16.95 (80 track disc) Supplier have gravitational pull against
may well be the most expen- Robico Software, З Fairland thrust power and directional
sive piece of software that Close, Llantrisant, Mid Gl
jets to reduce your speed on
morgan CF7 80H
you've yet bought for your mi
landing to a sale level.
chine, but I'd be surprised if
However, it's the alien game
you were disappointed,
Program Savage Pond Type that had the office hooked —
Arcade Machine BBC/Electron what do you do? What does it
Price £2.99 Supplier Bug Byte, mean? Try it.
Commodore 64
222 Regent St, London WIR
Program The Price of Magik
Program Southern Belle Type тов
Type Adventure Machine
Strategy Machine Commodore
64 Price £7.95 Supplier Program Jack Attack Type Ar- Spectrum Price £9.95 Supplier
cade Machine BBC/Electron Level 9 Computing, PO Box 39,
Hewson, Hewson House, 56B
Milton Trading Estate, Milton,
Ахоп
Price £2.99 Supplier Bug Byte, Weston-Super-Mare,
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RX
Liberty House, 222 Regent BS249UR
more

Program Character Designer
Type Utility Machine Spectrum
Price £4.50 Supplier GAP Soft-

Program Mantronix Type Arcade Machine Spectrum Price
£7.95 Supplier Probe Software.
155 Mitcham Road, London
517 3LN

Program Sword and Shielf
Type Strategy Machine Spectrum Price £5.95 Supplier Black
Night Computers, PO Box 132,
Chiselhurst, Kent BR7 6LJ
MSX
Program Journey to the Centre
of the Earth Type Adventure
Machine MSX Price £2.99 Supplier Bug Byte, Liberty House,
222 Regent Street, London W1
Sharp
Program Pace Compilation
Type Arcade Machine Sharp

MZ700 and Sharp М2800 Price
£2.99 Supplier Pace Software,
40 Bainton Grove, Clifton, Nottingham NG11 9LG
vic

Program Viva VicType Arcade
Machine Vic 20 Price £6.50
Supplier Llamasoft, 49 Mount
Pleasant, Tadley, Hants
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Top Twenty
1 (2)

Thrust (C64)

Firebird

3 (1)

Batman (Sp, Ams)

5 (5)

Formula One Simulator (Various)

Mastertronic

6 (9)

KikStart (Sp, C64, C16)

Mastertronic

8 (7)

They Sold 2 (Sp, C64, Ams)

2 (3) Spindizzy (Sp, C64, Ams)

Electric Dreams

Ocean

4 (12) International Karate (Sp, C64)

System 3

7 (4) Commando (Various)
9 (-)

10 (6)

Elite

Hit Squad

Vegas Jackpot (Various)

Mastertronic

Bomb Jack (Elite)
11

(8)

Popular Computing Weekly,
May 29, will be full to brimming with all the news, reviews and features ої the
moment

Elite

Spellbound (Sp, C64, Ams)

Mastertronic

12 (10) Green Beret (Sp, C64)
13 (15) Way of the Tiger (Sp, Ams, MSX)
14 (|)

Quazatron (Sp)

15 (-)

Hektik (Sp, C64, Vic20, C16)

16 (-)

Bounder (Various)

17

Turbo Esprit (Sp, Ams)

(-)

Imagine
Gremlin

€ All about

Hewson

What do compilers actually
do, and would you find one
useful? David Ridge ex-

Mastertronic

Gremlin
Durell

18 (11) V (Sp, C64)

Ocean

19 (14) Superbowl (Sp, C64, MSX)

Ocean

The Last V8 (C64, Ams, Atari)

Mastertronic

Top Tens

m—

Amstrad

Commodore 64
1 (0 тия
2 (9 int Karate
Ы өне
s, фк,
‘TheySold(2)
{9 nsn
Q
10 (9 Metom

©Каш
Coote zones"Uta
o
Wis(2) (Веза Jolly)
(6) KaraleComdat
© маOtice2
(0) MoonCresta
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(Superior)
(Database)
(incentivo)

market

amt )
(Eme)
(ниSquad)
{usGon
(Americana)
(Mastertronic) © Screen dumps

Spectrum owners can print
out their screens doublesize with the aid of our sim-

1
2

(f) Batman
(2) Green Beret

(Ocean)
(Imagine)

4

й The Planets.

(Martech)

т
8

Way ol the Tiger
(Gremlin)
В ‘Shrinking Fweman — (M'ironic)

3 В Оши

plains all, and discusses
some currently on the

@ Shogun
You've read the book, seen
the TV series, worn the ki(Firebird)
(System3) mono, now you can play the
game and read the review

Spectrum
(Тупевай)
9а Winter Olympics — (US
oaGold)

compilers

ple listing

(Hewson)

5
(4) Starstrike2
(Realtime)
$ (3) Heavy
ontheMagick (Gargoyle)

9 (+) Spinduzy

10

HH

Bounder

(Ееее Dreams)
(Gremlin)

Don't be the only one

left

without a copy — order Popular now

Арко
CAULDRON-I
THE PUMPKIN STRIKES AMI

